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Mechanisms that produce seismic and acoustic wave fields near rivers are poorly
constrained because of a lack of observations relating river conditions to the near-river
seismo-acoustic signal. To understand how temporally dependent river conditions im-
pact the surrounding acoustic and seismic fields, I conducted experiments that test the
relationships between near-river seismo-acoustic signals and river discharge, water wave
action, and spatial variance. Experimental results provide evidence suggesting that seis-
mic and acoustic energies are generated by water waves. The spectral content of these
seismo-acoustic signals are controlled by measurable river parameters that include the
bathymetric profile, discharge, and Froude number. Furthermore, I am able to locate
finite regions that are likely to produce acoustic signals. By comparing regions of high
temporal coherence to features at the river’s surface, I am able to suggest which hydrody-
namic features (hydraulic jumps/eddies) produce acoustic signals. Robust correlations
between seismic and acoustic observations and identifiable river conditions can verify
fluvial seismo-acoustical models and constrain seismo-acoustic observations made near
rivers, which could eventually be used as a tool for monitoring fluvial processes.
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Rivers are known to generate infrasonic and seismic energy [Johnson et al., 2006;
Burtin et al., 2008; Schmandt et al., 2013]. Discharge-dependent excitation of seismic
and/or acoustic wave fields near rivers suggest that energy is transferred from fluvial
hydraulic head into seismo-acoustic waves. Recent work has sought to determine and de-
scribe the mechanisms that generate these energy fields around rivers [Burtin et al., 2008;
Tsai et al., 2012; Schmandt et al., 2013; Gimbert et al., 2014]. The proposed mechanisms
include turbulence [Burtin et al., 2008; Gimbert et al., 2014], sediment transport [Burtin
et al., 2008; Hsu et al., 2011], and fluid traction between laminar flowing water and the
bottom of the river [Schmandt et al., 2013]. Hysteresis observed in the seismic field above
1 Hz, led early studies to emphasize the role of sediment transport as a primary mech-
anism of seismic energy generation during seasonal cycles with varied discharge [Burtin
et al., 2008; Hsu et al., 2011]. More recently, investigators have begun to associate dis-
tinct frequency bands within the seismic and acoustic spectra to different fluvial processes
[Schmandt et al., 2013]. If existent, correlations between seismo-acoustic spectral obser-
vations and river conditions could be used to remotely monitor fluvial systems through
the ambient seismic and acoustic signals observed near rivers.
The purpose of this study is to identify river conditions, including discharge and water
wave actions, from the seismo-acoustic wave fields generated near rapids and man-made
hydraulic jumps. The methodologies, results, and interpretations of this study are verified
by locating the source region(s) of acoustic energies within temporally dependent river
turbulence. To fulfill these objectives, three experiments are developed that are covered
in the chapters of this document:
1
• Chapter 2: Linville Gorge: New Territories in Fluvial Acoustics
• Chapter 3: Harry W. Morrison Dam: Fluvial Seismo-Acoustics of Variable Hy-
draulic Jumps
• Chapter 4: Big Falls: Locating Acoustic Resonators in a Flooding Target
• Chapter 5: Conclusion
2
CHAPTER 2.
Linville Gorge: New Territories in Fluvial Acoustical Studies
2.1 Introduction
To the best of my knowledge, Schmandt et al. [2013] is the only geophysical study
to report ambient infrasound next to turbulent whitewater rapids. This study reported
a consistent spectral peak of 6.25 Hz throughout a flood cycle of the Hance Rapid on
the Colorado River. Although Schmandt et al. [2013] reported hysteresis in finite seismic
spectral bands, they ignored spectral variations in the near river infrasound that could
be controlled by the river’s changing discharge. The Linville Gorge experiment was
an attempt to corroborate Schmandt et al. [2013] infrasound result. Furthermore, the
Linville Gorge experiment was designed to test the first hypothesis of my study: The
ambient acoustic pressure surrounding high gradient rapids changes in amplitude and
spectral content during high discharge events.
2.2 Study Site




















Figure 2.1: Map of Linville Gorge Study area.
Triangle denote infraBSU microphones.
Nikki’s Notch is the first rapid down-
stream of the Cathedral Gorge on the
Linville River, NC. At this rapid, wa-
ter is directed through a channel that
is approximately 1 m wide. Directly
downstream of this channel is a boulder
with an approximate base width of 10 m
(Figure 2.1). These boundary conditions
3
generate a high volume steady hydraulic
jump [Te Chow , 1959] throughout the ini-
tial 11 hours (approximately) of the Linville Gorge experiment.
Discharge data downloaded from the Nebo, NC. gauge station, located approximately
13.5 km downstream of Nikki’s Notch rapid (NNR), display values between 21.1-83.3
m3/s during the 18 hour Linville Gorge study period (10/3/2015-10/4/2015) [USGS ,
2016] (Figure 2.3). During this study, the peak reported discharge was approximately
5850% of the historic median for this date [USGS , 2016]. Flood conditions occurred
because of rain generated by Hurricane Joaquin, a category 4 hurricane with its origin
in the central Bahamas [Berg , 2015].
2.3 Data Acquisition
Three InfraBSU sensors were linearly arranged parallel to the Nikki’s Notch rapid
to capture phase lags in the arrival of acoustic signals (Figure 2.1). InfraBSU sensors
are flat in the band above 0.04 Hz and are MEMS-based transducers similar to sensors
described in Marcillo et al. [2012]. Data was logged to an Omnirecs Datacube recording
at 100 samples/second (sps). Raw waveform amplitudes were converted to physical units
using conversion factors specific to the sensitivity of the InfraBSU microphones and the
Datacube’s gain setting. All data were detrended.
2.4 Data Analysis Methods
Acoustic signals near the Nikki’s notch rapid can be characterized by their times-
series and spectral content. A spatially and temporally averaged power spectral density
estimate of the NNR’s acoustic wave field is computed to determine a robust spectral
signature of the Nikki’s Notch rapid (Appendix 5). This temporally averaged signal is
considered to be an index that can be compared to temporally variable signals. Variance
from this spectral index is quantified by comparing the time-dependent amplitude and
4
frequency content of boxcar maxima to those parameters of the index signal. Discharge
is compared to the variance of the acoustic amplitude so trends can be identified.
2.4.1 Power Spectral Density
Estimates of the average power-spectral density (PSD) of time series data are gen-
erated by calculating the Welch averaged PSD P¯i(f) of instrument i [Welch, 1967] (fol-
lowing Burtin et al. [2008]). Welch PSD are calculated by averaging the spectra of







The spectral variance is calculated at each frequency f as the averaged covariance of
the spectral content of k − 1 subsequent boxcar windows (Bk(f)) [Welch, 1967]:
d(j) = Covariance{Bk(f), Bk+1(f))}, (2.2)













where M is the total number of instruments. Temporally and spatially averaged PSDs
provide a robust estimate of the seismic and acoustic frequency content contemporaneous
with each wave shape. Spectra are presented as decibels relative to the unit of instrument
sensitivity.
For the Linville Gorge experiment, I calculated the Welch PSD and temporal acoustic
5
variance by separating the acoustic time series into 2048 boxcar windows of 100 s that
were incremented by 5 s (Appendix 5).
2.4.2 Temporal Acoustic Variance
I captured temporal variance of the acoustic wave field surrounding the NNR and
relate this variance to the discharge of a Linville Gorge flood cycle. First, I separated
the time series data into incrementing boxcar windows (Bk,i). Spectral content of each
boxcar (Bk,i(f)) is found using the Fast Fourier transform code in the R programming
language [R Core Team, 2013]. The amplitude and position of local maxima in each








where i is the instrument index. Temporally variable acoustic amplitudes are com-




The Linville Gorge experiment was a preliminary study displaying that high gradient
rapids produce acoustic signatures with spectral peaks in finite frequency bands. This
study was purposefully conducted during Hurricane Joaquin, a period of high discharge
variance, and acoustic signals were compared to discharge. Study results show a corre-
lation between discharge and the amplitude of the acoustic pressure field. Furthermore,
the frequency contents of acoustic spectral maxima display temporal variance from the
index spectral signature suggesting that the river stage partially controls the acoustic
signal.
2.5.1 Acoustic Power Spectral Density























Figure 2.2: Spatially and temporally averaged power
spectral density of the acoustic wave field surrounding
Nicki’s Notch rapid during the Linville Gorge study
from 10/3/2015-10/4/2015. PSD estimates display
peak frequency bands of 2.5-3, 3.5-4.5, 5-6.5, and 7-
8.5 Hz that are denoted by vertical colored rectangles.
Nicki’s Notch Rapid on the
Linville Gorge, NC. generates in-
frasound with spatially and tem-
porally averaged peak frequen-
cies of approximately 2.8,4.0,
5.8, and 7.8 Hz under spe-
cific flow conditions (Figure 2.2).
The 2.8 Hz frequency peak dis-
plays the highest amplitude and
is narrow band compared to
other peak frequencies in the acoustic field surrounding Nicki’s Notch rapid. A relatively
narrow band peak frequency centered near 4 Hz is present in the temporally averaged
index spectra. This spectral maximum only occurs in the first 8 hours (approximately)
of the Linville Gorge study (Figure 2.4). However, throughout its period of occurrence,
its amplitude is high enough to be present in the temporally averaged index spectra that
7
is generated from nearly 18 hours of data. Spectral bands of higher frequencies are more
similar to the ambient background noise. The frequency peaks centered around 5.8 and





















































Figure 2.3: Bin averaged acoustic amplitudes across all frequency bands of interest and
the time series grid. Discharge (m3/s) sampled at 15 m is presented as a solid grey line
so river conditions and the acoustic wave field can be compared.
The pressure across all frequency bands in the acoustic wave field surrounding Nicki’s
Notch was correlated to the river’s stage through the initial portion of the study period
(Figure 2.3). I captured the infrasound associated with the peak discharge and the falling
limb of the Hurricane Joaquin flood. Acoustic pressures across all frequencies follow the
river’s discharge trend through nearly 11 hours of the experiment. After this initial
period the pressure in the acoustic wave field begins to stabilize even though discharge
continues to decrease, be it at a lower rate.
8
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Bin Averaged Max (colored)
Figure 2.4: Modified spectrogram of acoustic spectral maxima. Frequency maxima be-
tween 2-9 Hz are denoted by grey dots. Spectral bands of interest are highlighted with
translucent rectangles. Averaged maxima of one hertz bins are denoted by large colored

































































































Figure 2.5: Zoom-in of frequency bands of interest observed in Figure 2.4. A close
up of 2.5-3, 3.5-4.5, 5-6.5, 7-8.5 Hz frequency bands are shown in Panels A, B, C, D,
respectively. Cubic and linear regressions display a drifting trend of the bin averaged
maxima.
10
Bands of peak infrasound frequency drift as the discharge through the Linville Gorge
varies. Frequency bands are separated into 2.5-3, 3.5-4.5, 5-6.5, and 7-8.5 Hz (Figure 2.4).
The 2.5-3 Hz frequency band has the highest amplitude and its bin averaged peak follows
a cubic trend between 2.7-2.85 Hz during the study period (Figure 2.5: Panel A), which
is the least spectral variance in all frequency bands. Higher frequency spectral peaks
displayed increased variance during the Linville Gorge experiment. Infrasound between
3.5-4.5 Hz is only present during the initial 8 hours of the study period. During this
time, the 3.5-4.5 Hz band drifted from a bin averaged frequency of approximately 3.8 Hz
to a higher frequency near 4.3 Hz until its amplitude decreased below the noise floor
(Figures 2.4, 2.5: Panel B). The 5-6.5 Hz infrasound band presents a cubic trend with
bin averaged maxima drifting towards higher frequency content; frequencies begin at
approximately 5.6 Hz and drift towards 5.8 Hz with an approximate maxima of 6.1 Hz at
hour 12.5 (Figures 2.4, 2.5: Panel C). Lastly, frequencies in the 7-8.5 Hz band fluctuate
between 7.7-8.1 Hz with a linear trend containing a slope of nearly zero (Figure 2.5:
Panel D).
2.6 Discussion
Variance in the amplitude and frequency content of the acoustic signals surrounding
Nikki’s Notch Rapid suggest that discharge through high gradient river rapids partially
controls the previously mentioned parameters. The presence of frequency peaks drifting
along variable trends can be explained by multiple infrasound generators that form be-
cause of the heterogenous bathymetry of highly turbulent river rapids. Trends of drifting
peak frequencies are controlled by the volume of water contained within each oscillation
of a river feature that generates infrasound.
11
2.6.1 Amplitude Variation
I observed a correlation in the amplitude of the ambient infrasound signal near the
Nikki’s Notch rapid and the river’s discharge. My result is corroborated by previous
acoustic [Schmandt et al., 2013] seismic [e.g. Burtin et al., 2008] observations made near
rivers. Schmandt et al. [2013] suggest that infrasound is generated by ”fluid-air inter-
actions such as breaking waves” but fails to provide any interpretations why infrasound
signals vary with river stage. I suspect that energy transferred across individual hydrody-
namic features controls the amplitude of the infrasonic signature. Heightened river stage
increases the total hydraulic head in the cross section of an open channel flow [Te Chow ,
1959], increasing the available energy that can be transferred into the acoustic wave field.
Furthermore, discharge and bathymetry control the amplitude and activity of river fea-
tures [Comiti and Lenzi , 2006] and at specific discharge conditions it is likely that energy
transferred from the river’s hydraulic head to the acoustic wave field can be optimized.
I suspect this optimization occurs when flux is maximized through a hydraulic jump
acting in its most efficient Froude regime (Section 3.6.1). Because discharge controls the
activity of river features, it not only controls the amplitude, but discharge also partially
determines the acoustic spectral content.
2.6.2 Spectral Drifting
Spectral drifting occurs in the peak frequency of all elevated acoustic bands (Fig-
ure 2.5). The 3.5-4.5, 5-6.5, and 7-8.5 Hz spectral bands display frequency trends that
linearly increase (Figure 2.5) while the 2.5-3 Hz band linearly decreases. I suspect the
sign of a band’s linear frequency trend is a function of the volume of water that is dis-
placed by that band’s acoustic resonator. Because of their increased size, it is conceivable
that hydraulic jumps that flux high water volumes will resonate at lower frequencies. As
discharge changes, the water fluxed across a jump alternates, forcing the jump to oscil-
late at a frequency(s) that is controlled by the interaction between the river’s bathymetry
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and the discharge regime [Mossa, 1999] (Section 3.6.2). For this reason, I would suspect
most hydraulic features to generate infrasound frequency content that is anti-correlated
to river discharge, as seen in the Linville Gorge Study. Features such as the 2.5-3 Hz
Nikki’s Notch resonator, can generate peak acoustic frequencies that follow linear trends
that are correlated to stage because water can channelize, increasing flux through specific
hydraulic features [Rijn, 2011].
2.7 Conclusion
The Linville Gorge experiment provided evidence displaying that high gradient river
rapids produce a detectable acoustic wave field during flood events. Furthermore, my
data showed that the amplitude and spectral content of the ”near rapid” acoustic field
are partially controlled by the discharge fluxing through the river, but more specifically
the above mentioned parameters are determined by finite acoustic resonators that are
bathymetrically and discharge controlled. This study lacked the ability to connect the
acoustic field to river conditions other than the river’s discharge, which is poorly resolved,
both spatially and temporally, at the study site. The Linville Gorge study was a useful
proof of concept experiment but did not provide answers explaining how river rapids
produce discharge dependent acoustic wave fields. To robustly explain my Linville Gorge
observations, I conducted an experiment at the Harry W. Morrison dam, a river wide
quasi-flume used to generate recreational surf waves on the Boise River, ID.
13
CHAPTER 3.
Harry W. Morrison Dam: Fluvial Seismo-Acoustics of Variable Hydraulic Jumps
3.1 Introduction
Currently, there is a lack of evidence that robustly connects fluvial processes to the
seismo-acoustic fields generated near rivers. This limits the usefulness of seismo-acoustic
observations made near rivers [Tsai et al., 2012]. Theoretical models of turbulence [Gim-
bert et al., 2014] and sediment transport [Tsai et al., 2012] have been used to link river
conditions to near-river seismic observations. However, these models suffer from uncer-
tainty due to a lack of empirically derived parameters that are used to calibrate the
models [Gimbert et al., 2014]. To address this problem, I conducted a controlled study
at the Harry W. Morrison Dam (HWMD) on the Boise River, Idaho. This study relates
time-dependent spectral variations in seismic and acoustic signals to changing activity of
near river hydraulics. Adjusting the configuration of the HWMD allowed us to change




Figure 3.1: Schematic of a hydraulic jump. The
Froude number (Fr) is a dimensionless parame-
ter that quantifies the jump’s shape and activity.
Thickness (d) and upstream surface velocity (V )
measurements were taken for each wave shape to
calculate the Fr. Ffs represents the surface oscil-
lations of the backside of the jump.
During this field experiment (23
June 2016) I focused on parameteriz-
ing the discharge and bathymetry de-
pendent activity of water waves and
associating the surrounding acoustic
and seismic fields to these measured
wave parameters. Sediment transport
was negligible at this site at the time
of the study, and I discard it as a pos-
sible source for these wave fields. I
14
quantify the shape and activity of the





where v defines the velocity of the incoming fluid at the top of the jump, d is the height
of the water column at the lowest point in the jump, and g is gravitational acceleration
(Figure 3.1). I hypothesize that the spectral content of seismic and acoustic signals
originating in this hydraulic jump are controlled by the properties of the jump represented
by Fr, and I test this hypothesis by systematically changing Fr and correlating it to the
















































¯ 0 10 205 Meters
Figure 3.2: Map of the Harry W. Morri-
son dam. Triangles indicate seismome-
ters and squares indicate infrasound mi-
crophones during the 6/23/2016 exper-
iment. Microphone A3M-I is marked
with a black X because it failed during
experimentation. Flashboards are de-
noted by Fb #. Note that open flash
boards are different than those open
during the 6/23/2016 experiment.
The Harry W. Morrison Dam (HWMD) is
a river-wide adjustable feature at the Boise
Whitewater Park located in the Boise River,
Idaho, USA (Figure 3.2). The dam generates
an adjustable hydraulic jump for recreational
purposes. This feature is equipped with nine
flash boards raised or lowered by pneumatic
air bladders. Directly downstream of two sec-
tions of flash boards are two underwater plates
with transformable dip angles controlled by hy-
draulic compressors. These plates are known as
the wave shapers. The flash boards and wave
shapers were adjusted so that the majority of
discharge was channeled through the western wave shaper. I characterized the wave
15
generated by this wave shaper and made the assumption that this characterization was
adequate to classify temporally dependent wave conditions at the HWMD.
The activity of a standing water wave is a function of river morphology and discharge
[Te Chow , 1959]. The components of the HWMD can be adjusted to change the river’s
bathymetry that generates a downstream hydraulic jump. The adjustable parameters of
the HWMD make it a river-scale flume that can form a number of turbulent regimes de-
pendent upon river discharge. The Boise River discharge is dam-controlled approximately
25 km upstream and was approximately 430 m3/s during the 23 June 2016 experiment,
which is near the historic median for this date [USGS , 2016].
3.2.1 River Parameters
1 :
d (cm) v (m/s) Fr FB 1 FB 2 FB 2 FB 3 FB 4 FB 5 FB 6 FB 7
Wave A 71+0.05 2.74+0.25 1.03+0.07 O O 2.5 C C C O C
Wave B 71+0.04 3.77+0.25 1.43+0.08 C C 2.5 3.8 3.8 3.6 C C
Wave C 52+0.04 4.00+0.25 1.77+0.05 C C C 6.4 6.5 6.4 C C
Wave D 31+0.02 3.47+0.21 1.99+0.07 C C C 8.2 8.4 8.1 C C
2 :
1
Figure 3.3: Column 1: Measured geometrical parameters associated with each hydraulic
jump: d is the height of the water column at the lowest point in the jump, v is the
velocity of the incoming fluid, Fr is the Froude number, FB refers to flash boards (O
denotes open, C denotes closed, and numbered values below FB are the pressure of the
flash board in PSI). Column 2: Visual description of jump parameters. Waves A, B, C
and D; the person in the Wave B photo provides a sense of scale. Note that the photo of
Wave A is taken from a slightly different perspective compared to the other waves.
The experimental hydraulic jump is generated directly downstream of the HWMD.
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For each bathymetric profile, this jump is quantified by measuring controllable river
conditions at the jump: depth (d), velocity (v), and dam geometry. I changed the
river’s bathymetry by varying the angle of seven flash boards that make up the HWMD
(Figure 3.3), shaping the hydraulic jump into four distinct configurations (Figure 3.3).
For each wave configuration, I collected the river parameters mentioned above. The
depth was determined using a graduated avalanche probe that vertically pierced the water
surface and stopped at the river’s bottom. The submerged probe length is considered to
be the depth of the jump. The incoming velocity was quantified using particle-tracking
velocimetry (PTV) [Bradley et al., 2002]. These measurements allow us to estimate the
Froude number of each jump (Figure 3.3).
I calculated Fr for each wave by substituting the collected river parameters into Equa-
tion 3.1. Waves A, B, C, and D are ordered by increasing Froude number and display
distinct activities depending on the Fr value (Figure 3.3). Due to limited access to the
hydraulic jump, estimates of river parameters used to calculate Fr are point measure-
ments. I represent each wave with a constant Fr but note that Fr likely changes across
the wave; I discuss effects of this heterogeneity in section 6.3.





























































Figure 3.4: River discharge measured
at the Glenwood bridge USGS gauge
station 4.8 km downstream of HWMD
and pool height of HWMD. Vertical
rectangles indicate the time intervals of
seismo-acoustic observations analyzed
during each Froude regime.
Altering river bathymetry causes changes in
the upstream pool height and thus total dis-
charge over the HWMD. I used discharge mea-
sured at the Glenwood bridge gauge station, lo-
cated approximately 4.8 km downstream from
the study site. Due to time restrictions dur-
ing the HMWD experiment, flow conditions did
not completely stabilize, with a maximum vari-
ance in discharge of approximately 2% (Fig-
ure 3.4).
Discharge variance potentially created
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small time-dependent variations in the activ-
ity of each hydraulic jump, which may lead to less well-defined jumps and corresponding
spectral peaks. In order to minimize the variations introduced by small changes in river
flow, temporal and spatial averaging of seismic and acoustic spectra is utilized during
data processing. I discuss these processing techniques in detail in Section 3.4.
3.3 Data Acquisition
A network of sensors were spatially distributed to capture heterogeneous seismic
and acoustic fields (Figure 3.2). The seismic measurements were collected using seven
Nanometerics Meridian digital seismometers with 120 s bandwidths. Data were recorded
at 250 sps. The acoustic measurements were collected using six infraBSU microphones
recorded on Datacubes at 200 sps. Raw waveform amplitudes were transformed to ab-
solute amplitudes using instrument specific conversion factors. All data were detrended.
Discrete time intervals of the data associated with each of the four turbulent regimes
were then extracted.
3.4 Data Analysis Methods
I applied several data processing methods in order to characterize the seismic and
acoustic wave fields and relate them to changing properties of the jumps. I first looked
at the temporally averaged acoustic spectra in order to identify spectral signatures related
to the different Froude numbers. I corroborated these results by taking the coherence of
energy across the infrasound network verifying that acoustic spectral peaks are consistent
across the array. I then used a semblance grid search to locate the source regions of the
observed coherent energy. Finally, I calculated the averaged seismic spectra to compare
it to the coherent acoustic energy in regards to correlation with the different Froude
numbers. In the following sections I describe these processing methods in detail.
18
3.4.1 Power-spectral density
Spatially averaged PSD’s and their variance are calculated for seismo-acoustic wave
fields contemporaneous to each unique wave shape. Power spectral density estimates are
calculated using methods outlined in Section 2.4.1 with boxcar windows of approximately
5 s incrementing by 5 s for the acoustic data and approximately 4 s with 4 s increments for
the seismic data. Boxcar lengths and increments were chosen to optimize the frequency
content (Section 2.4.1).
3.4.2 Cross-spectral coherence
Cross-spectral coherence γ(f) is a measure of similarity between power spectra s(x1, f)
and spectra s(x2, f) collected at positions x1 and x2 across linear frequencies f [Foster








Where sxy(f) is the cross spectrum of sx(f) and sy(f).
Cross-spectral coherence can be interpreted as a proxy for the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) across a network [Hayashi , 1982]. Anthropogenic noise present in the urban
environment around the HWMD makes quantification of SNR critical to understanding
the Froude number’s relationship to the seismic and acoustic fields. Thus, I calculated
γ(f) from 0 to 40 Hz for all microphone pairs for each Froude regime. Instrument pairs
γ(f) are then spatially averaged and binned at 1 Hz (Figure 3.6).
3.4.3 Semblance Grid Search
Semblance analysis gives an estimate of time-domain similarity between pressure
records pi across an array [Neidell and Taner , 1971]. This is done by time-shifting
19
waveforms according to an expected travel time δti,j that is calculated between a pro-
posed source location rj and each receiver ri. The coefficient of semblance, Sc(rj), is
maximized when the proposed source aligns with the true source in space. In my study,
I compute semblance at every grid node in a user-defined 2D x − y grid, where every
node is a potential stationary source of acoustic energy excitation. The travel times δti,j
are calculated as the linear distance between receiver ri and source rj divided by the es-
timate of the speed of sound (c =
√
403T ) of 349 m/s based on the approximate average
experimental temperature of 303 K:
δti,j =
√
(xri − xrj)2 + (yri − yrj)2
c
. (3.3)
Semblance Sc(rj) is computed as the average ratio of coherent to incoherent energy
at each grid node. The coherent energy (Ec) is computed by stacking all M time shifted
traces, squaring the amplitudes, and then integrating over a time window beginning at
T0, of length T around an expected time δt. The incoherent energy (Ei) is computed by
squaring each trace first, stacking all M time shifted traces, and then integrating over



























High semblance grid nodes represent locations that, based on the data, could generate a
coherent signal across the network. I use a semblance grid search to map coherent sources
of the acoustic field near the HWMD. This enables us to determine if the acoustic wave
generation is spatially correlated to the known hydraulic jump at HWMD.
3.5 Results
20
I applied the analysis methods described in Section 3.4 to each of the time periods
over which I observed the different hydraulic jumps (Figure 3.3). From these observa-
tions, I characterized different hydraulic jump parameters (Figure 3.3) and correlated
my observed seismo-acoustic spectra and spatial coherence observations to the different
hydraulic jumps. In the following sections I only consider the acoustic waves and discuss
the seismic results in Section 3.5.4. Differences between the seismic and acoustic spectral










































Figure 3.5: Network averaged Welch power spectral density (PSD) estimates of seismic
and acoustic fields during each wave shape. Both data sets are filtered between 0.1 and
100 Hz and are presented as dB relative to (m/s) for seismic and Pa for acoustic signals.
Thin vertical lines surrounding the spectra represent the variance at each frequency with
95% confidence intervals. Cyan (2-5.5 Hz) and orange (9-25 Hz) rectangles represent
regions of interest.
For each hydraulic jump, I averaged the individual PSDs of the acoustic wave field
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across the network (Figure 3.5). These averaged infrasonic spectra complement the
spectral-cross coherence results (Section 3.5.2). Both waves C (Fr 1.77) and D (Fr 1.99)
have elevated spectral power across frequency bands coinciding with the frequencies of
highest cross coherence (Figure 3.6). The PSD estimates of waves A and B do not con-
tain coherent spectral peaks; rather they display primarily incoherent signals with a few
isolated peaks. The variance of the averaged acoustic PSD estimates associated with
each Froude regime suggest that the acoustic field surrounding the HWMD gains power
in finite frequency bands as the Froude number increases (blue to red in Figure 3.5).
I note that PSD estimates for all acoustic wave fields contain high-power, low-frequency
acoustic noise. This acoustic signal is classified as noise because it does not display cross
spectral coherence (Figure 3.6) and can be explained by long period pressure fluctuations
associated with wind noise and site-specific thermal noise [e.g. Bowman and Lees , 2015].
22









































































































































































Figure 3.6: Panels A (Fr 1.03), B (Fr 1.43), C (Fr 1.77), and D (Fr 1.99) display net-
work averaged cross-spectral coherence estimates of the acoustic wave field surrounding
each Froude regime. The corresponding network averaged PSD is superimposed for
comparison. Cross-spectral coherence results are binned into 1 Hz bins and statistics
are computed; mean is shown in cyan, and the standard deviation is displayed by gray
dashed lines. Waves A and B do not display elevated coherence values centered around
specific frequencies, indicating a lack of coherent acoustic signal. Waves C and D contain
distinct peaks of increased coherence. These frequency peaks are also observed in the
PSD estimate. Rectangles indicate the margins of the bandpass filter used in semblance
analysis.
I averaged the cross-spectral coherence between all possible acoustic station pairs for
each hydraulic jump (Figure 3.6). The spatially averaged measurements indicate strong
coherence over finite frequency bands in the acoustic wave fields during waves C (Fr
1.77) and D (Fr 1.99). Waves A (Fr 1.03) and B (Fr 1.43) do not show this activity, and
23
there is very little cross-spectral coherence in any frequency band. Both waves A and
B are defined by Froude numbers below 1.7, which is considered to be an undular jump
[Te Chow , 1959].
I binned the cross-spectral coherence results into 1-Hz bins and computed the bin
statistics. Waves A and B do not display elevated coherence values centered around
specific frequencies, indicating a lack of spatially similar acoustic signal. They also show
a flat coherence value across all bins of approximately 0.45. On the other hand, Waves
C and D contain distinct peaks of increased coherence. These frequency peaks are also
observed in the PSD estimate (Section 3.5.1). Based on these results I applied semblance
analysis across a grid surrounding the HWMD park area in the high coherence frequency
bands.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.7: Semblance estimates for Wave C (filtered between 13-17 Hz) and Wave D
(filtered between 10-15 Hz) from observed data suggest that acoustic energy is being
generated at the hydraulic jump (panels 1C and 1D respectively). Semblance estimates
from synthetic data were computed for comparison: Wave C (panel 2C) and Wave D
(panel 2D). In order to highlight the areas of high semblance, I plot normalized semblance
values above 0.8.
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The semblance analysis is conducted on bandpass-filtered acoustic data (Figure 3.7).
Frequency passbands of 13-17 Hz and 10-15 Hz are used for waves C and D, respectively.
These frequency bands coincide with portions of peak cross-spectral coherence (Fig-
ure 3.6). Semblance results for waves C and D display regions of high coherence across
the hydraulic jump with an upstream-downstream bias (Figure 3.7). This bias is gen-
erated by the array’s geometry because of a poor Northern and Eastern back-azimuthal
resolution [Rost and Thomas , 2002]. The observed semblance indicates multiple regions
where acoustic wave energy is likely generated. Semblance analysis yields similar patterns
between waves C and D; which is expected because flash board orientations between these
waves minimally changed the location of the downstream hydraulic jump (Figure 3.3).
To test whether some of the likely source regions identified by this analysis were in
fact artifacts resulting from the network geometry, I computed the response of the array
[Rost and Thomas , 2002] with a source at the hydraulic jump. The results (Figure 3.7
1C, 1D) suggest that the network resolution in the chosen frequency bands is sufficient,
but does produce side lobes. These artifacts occur near the downstream left shoreline
close to one of the acoustic arrays, and in the center of the river upstream of the man-
made island. The semblance patten I observe, of a main lobe at the location of wave
generation and side lobes generated by spatial aliasing, is typical of multi-component
acoustic arrays [Rost and Thomas , 2002]. Observational and synthetic semblance results
display a consistent region of high-likelihood source generation across the open flash
boards, indicating that this region is the only acoustic source and is generated by the
hydraulic jump (Figure 3.7).
3.5.4 Seismic analysis
Semblance and cross-spectral coherence tests conducted across the seismic array were
inconclusive. Vertical ground motions produced by hydraulic jumps are characterized
by Rayleigh waves [e.g. Gimbert et al., 2014], which have longer wavelengths than their
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acoustic counterparts due to high propagation velocities. The seismic network has a
maximum inter-station distance of 105 meters and lacks resolution for semblance analysis
for such wavelengths. Furthermore, ground-propagating elastic waves can be incoherent
across networks that are near the point of wave origin [Lees et al., 2004], explaining my
lack of conclusive cross-spectral coherence measures across the seismic network.
The network-averaged seismic PSDs however provide complementary information to
the acoustic PSDs. The seismic PSDs for waves C and D follow a similar pattern to the
changing acoustic PSDs above 9 Hz and correlate with the Froude number (Figure 3.5).
The seismic PSDs of waves C and D display incremented levels of elevated power in the
9 to 25 Hz band, suggesting that seismic PSDs are correlated to the increasing Froude
number (Figure 3.3).
Lastly, I observe peaks between 2-5.5 Hz in the seismic PSDs during all Froude
regimes. The power of the HWMD’s low frequency seismic peak fluctuates slightly for
each wave, but the peak is consistent with a peak frequency centered around 3.3 Hz sug-
gesting that wave shape (Fr) is independent of this seismic band. I speculate this peak is
possibly generated by a similar mechanism that creatrf the 0.5-2 Hz peak in the Hance
rapid data set [Schmandt et al., 2013]. Schmandt et al. [2013] relates the 0.5-2 Hz peak
to fluid traction interacting with the river bed. The consistency of the HWMD’s 2-5.5
Hz seismo-acoustic response with that described by Schmandt et al. [2013] prompts us
to make this inference.
3.6 Discussion
The activity of a hydraulic jump is displayed in the spectra of the surrounding seismo-
acoustic wave fields. The presence of seismo-acoustic spectral peaks suggest that a jump’s
Froude regime is above a threshold value of approximately 1.7, where undular jumps
transform into weak hydraulic jumps [Te Chow , 1959]. Above this threshold, jumps
steepen and begin to collapse on themselves in oscillatory patterns [Mossa, 1999] that
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likely control the frequency content of the seismo-acoustic spectra. The amplitude and
peakedness of acoustic spectral peaks could be a function of the uniformity of oscillation
across a hydraulic jump. Coherent acoustic spectral peaks are isolated with filtering
techniques, and are used in semblance grid searches verifying these signals are being
originated at the hydraulic jump.
3.6.1 Threshold conditions
The Froude number of a jump controls the proportion of stream head that is trans-
ferred through frictional resistance and turbulence into surrounding wave fields [Te Chow ,
1959]. I propose that waves A and B do not function at a high enough Froude number to
transfer sufficient head from upstream flow into seismo-acoustic energy to generate an ob-
servably coherent wave field. The total energy of transfer across a hydraulic jump is rep-
resented by a dimensionless parameter termed as the efficiency of a hydraulic jump. This







2 − 4Fr2 + 1
8Fr2(2 + Fr2)
, (3.5)
which indicates that as the Froude number increases, energy is transfered from the
stream into surrounding energy fields that include seismic and acoustic domains. Because
of this, I propose the following interpretation of the seismo-acoustic data presented here.
A water wave must meet performance criteria before it excites coherent energy in
both the seismic and acoustic fields. The hydraulic jump must pass a Froude number
threshold so that it transfers hydraulic head partially into ground motion (seismic signal)
and atmospheric compression (acoustic signal) in coherent frequency bands. I make this
interpretation because waves A and B are associated with acoustic signals that contain
no coherent frequency maxima, while waves C and D display coherent frequency bands
of elevated power (Figure 3.6). I propose that the acoustic frequency content between
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9-25 Hz is associated with interactions of the liquid-air interface similar to interpretations
made about the 2-15 Hz band observed at the Hance Rapid, Az [Schmandt et al., 2013].
Waves A and B lack coherent acoustic signal in the 9-25 Hz frequency band and could
lead one to question this relation.
Disparities in coherence between acoustic fields for each jump can be explained
through a threshold Froude number that must be met to excite observable signals. Wa-
ter waves significantly change activity at transitional Froude numbers [Te Chow , 1959].
I captured the transitional Froude number of 1.7, where a non-breaking undular jump
turns into a breaking weak hydraulic jump. Coherency results display this transition in
the acoustic wave field. Waves A and B are below Fr. 1.7 and display incoherent acoustic
signals while waves C and D are above this threshold and show spatial coherence and
frequency peaks (Figure 3.6).
Although I do not have measures of seismic cross-spectral coherence, the 9-25 Hz seis-
mic frequency band shows incrementing power correlated to the Froude number, similar
to that observed in the acoustic wave field. This suggests that energy transfers into the
seismic field is also affected by threshold Froude regimes. As the water wave transitions
above the threshold Froude number of 1.7, it begins to collapse on itself, transferring
head energy into the seismic and acoustic fields in accordance with the periodicity of the
breaking wave.
I suggest that breaking river waves are a mechanism of seismo-acoustic generation.
This mechanism is consistent with previous interpretations; including those proposed by
Schmandt et al. [2013] that explains the 2-15 Hz band surrounding the Hance rapid as
interactions at the ”fluid-air interface”, and Aucan et al. [2006] describing infrasound
generation by breaking ocean waves. A stationary breaking wave can be idealized as
an oscillating piston that couples hydraulic head into both atmospheric compressional
waves and terrestrial elastic waves during each cycle. This is similar to how long period
standing ocean waves generate micro-barometric and micro-seismic signatures during
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each pulsations of a single source ocean wave [Ardhuin and Herbers , 2013]. Although
standing ocean waves are generated from wave-wave interactions [Ardhuin and Herbers ,
2013] and stationary river waves are formed by the interaction of a single hydraulic jump,
it is conceivably possible that these two standing waves couple energy into the atmosphere
and solid Earth through similar mechanisms. Because breaking hydraulic jumps likely
generate seismo-acoustic waves, the temporally dependent activity of a river wave should
be observable within the acoustic and seismic signals.
3.6.2 Frequency content
Frequency content of the seismo-acoustic fields surrounding a hydraulic jump could
be controlled by hydrodynamics. Observed spectral peaks in the seismo-acoustic fields
are likely associated with cyclical oscillations of a water wave’s surface. Modulation of
high-power frequency content in the acoustic and seismic fields between waves C and D
suggest that excited frequencies are controlled by wave activity (Figure 3.5). I propose
that one wavelength of a seismo-acoustic wave is generated during each cycle of its source
water wave. Therefore, a water wave’s frequency of oscillation will be present in the
seismo-acoustic fields.
Previous empirical studies have concluded that water wave surface oscillations are
a function of the Froude number [Mossa, 1999], where there is an inverse correlation
between the Froude number and the frequency of a jump’s surface [Chachereau and
Chanson, 2011].
Wave D’s increased Froude number is associated with an acoustic spectral peak cen-
tered around lower frequencies than those observed in the acoustic field surrounding wave
C (Figure 3.5). Discharge-dependent Froude numbers could explain the Gimbert et al.
[2014] interpretation of a shifting frequency peak observed in the Hance rapid acous-
tic data [Schmandt et al., 2013]. Since the Froude number is a function of discharge
[Te Chow , 1959], both the frequency content of the hydraulic jump’s surface oscillations
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Figure 3.8: Examples of non-cohesive (A, Figure 3.3:Wave C) and cohesive (B, Fig-
ure 3.3:Wave D) standing river waves. The cohesive feature acts as a consistently os-
cillating unit on the surface of the wave, while the non-cohesive features functions as
multiple surficial units operating independently of one another. Figure 3.8 is drawn with
a perspective point of view.
Consistency of activity across a water wave could partially explain the variations in
the width and amplitude of spectral peaks contained within the seismo-acoustic fields
surrounding waves C and D (Figure 3.5). I propose that the ”cohesion” of wave activity
(Figure 3.8), or the horizontal variation of the Froude number, influences the characteris-
tics of the PSD. Visual inspection of wave D (Figure 3.3) displays a ”semi-cohesive” wave
of quasi-uniform oscillation across the majority of the feature in comparison to all other
tested waves. Uniform wave oscillation should generate a narrower frequency peak be-
cause fewer distinct surfaces oscillate independently. Spectral amplitude is also affected
by this model; liquid mass flux per oscillation increases when a wave functions as a sin-
gular unit, and increased mass flux generates greater forces that could be converted into
increased PSD amplitudes following the Gimbert et al. [2014] model. Acoustic spectral
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observations of waves C and D demonstrate these activities (Figure 3.5). Wave D has
increased power in the 9-35 Hz seismo-acoustic spectral band and a narrower acoustic
frequency peak in this same band compared to wave C (Figure 3.5).
3.6.4 Source location
To verify that river turbulence generates acoustic and seismic signals I conducted a
semblance grid search using acoustic data. The results from this search showed multiple
regions of high likelihood source generation. However, I conclude that infrasound is being
generated mainly at the hydraulic jump, and that the remaining high-likelihood source
regions are artifacts. I make this interpretation because of the consistency across the
different semblance results and the similarity of patterns seen in synthetics with sources
artificially placed at the open flash boards.
3.7 Conclusion
I performed an empirical study that explores the correlation between the activity of
hydraulic jumps and their surrounding seismo-acoustic fields. Temporally and spatially
averaged seismo-acoustic spectra change in frequency content, shape, and amplitude as
the Froude number of a hydraulic jump is systematically adjusted. The appearance and
disappearance of frequency peaks in both the seismic and acoustic fields can be explained
through a threshold Froude number that must be passed in order to generate coherent
acoustic signals. Acoustic data collected contemporaneously with waves having Froude
numbers above the 1.7 threshold value are used in semblance grid searches. Semblance
results display regions of high likelihood source generation located along the water waves
created by the adjustable Harry W. Morrison Dam. Synthetic waveforms assuming a
source at the hydraulic jump generate similar semblance patterns to those formed by my
observed data. Both time and spectral coherence measures provide statistical justifica-
tion for these interpretations to explain how near-river acoustic and seismic wave fields
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are influenced by temporally dependent hydrodynamic patterns. Understanding the rela-
tionship between hydrodynamics processes and their seismo-acoustic signals is crucial in
the development of fluvial seismo-acoustics. Controlled, full-scale fluvial seismo-acoustic
studies give us insights into this relationship and can be implemented in natural settings
to better understand sediment transport, turbulence, and river flood processes.
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CHAPTER 4.
Big Falls: Locating Acoustic Resonators in a Flooding Target
4.1 Introduction
The Big Falls study was contemporaneously conducted with the Harry W. Morri-
son dam experiment. Although I expected the HWMD experiment to provide insight
into mechanisms that control the seismo-acoustic wave fields surrounding hydrodynamic
features, this study’s experimental design failed to satisfactorily answer my hypotheses:
multiple seismo-acoustic resonators are present in river rapids, and that discharge par-
tially controls the seismo-acoustic spectra of each resonator through the waves changing
Froude number. I designed the Big Falls experiment to locate multiple acoustic genera-
tors oscillating in a distinct cycle. Furthermore, Big Falls flood cycle acoustic data could
be compared to the data collected at Linville gorge to corroborate experimental results
including the spectral content of acoustic frequency peaks (Section 2.5.1), spectral drift-
ing (Section 2.5.3), and termination of specific resonators at threshold discharge regimes
(Section 2.5.3).
4.2 Study Site
Big Falls Rapid is a 12 m semi-vertical waterfall, characterized by 4 bathymetric steps
that create hydraulic jumps (Figure 4.1). This rapid is located on the South Fork of the
Payette river, ID approximately 6 km WSW from the confluence of the Deadwood River
and the South fork of the Payette. A USGS gauge station is located in Lowman, ID,
which is approximately 9 km WSW from the study site. I make the assumption that
river discharge measured at the USGS gauge station is the same as the discharge present
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in the Big Falls Rapid. I acknowledge that this assumption underestimates the study
site’s stage. The Deadwood River is a tributary to the South Fork of the Payette River
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Figure 4.1: Map of Big Falls study Area. The green is replaced with NIR to highlight
turbulent river features in arial imagery with 1 m resolution. Red triangles denote Gems
microphones. The x over a triangle denotes a microphone that produced corrupted data.
























Figure 4.2: Discharge measured the
USGS gauge in Lowman, ID. Dis-
charge data is highly variable and
displays multiple local maxima dur-
ing the Big Falls study period that
lasted for 2500 hours.
The May-June monitoring period coincides
with the yearly median peak discharge and highest
discharge variance [USGS , 2016]. Discharge at the
Lowman gauge station (LGS) peaked with a value
of approximately 1125 m3/s and descended to ap-
proximately 510 m3/s several times during the Big
Falls study period [USGS , 2016]. Discharge var-
ied throughout the Big Falls study period and sev-
eral local maxima and minima are observed (Fig-
ure 4.2).
4.3 Data Acquisition
The seismo-acoustic field generated by the Big
Falls rapid was monitored from 5/9/2016-6/4/2016 using a network of Gems microphones
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and 2 Meridian seismic stations. Gems data logging microphones are experimental in-
strumentation designed by Jacob Anderson that record acoustic pressure signals using
0.5” MEMs transducer microphones logging at 16 bit resolution [Anderson et. al, 2017].
The portability of the Gem allowed for spatial coverage that encircled the Bigfalls Rapid
(The South-East bank is only accessible by whitewater kayak). The circumscribed array
configuration and high network coherency (Figures 4.3, 4.4:Panel B) allowed for data
analytics.



















Figure 4.3: Bandpass filtered time series data be-
tween 3-7 Hz of each node in the Gems network.
Gems experimental instrumentation displays cor-
relation across the network suggesting that nodes
are synced in time and responsiveness. This cor-
related network response suggest the usefulness
of the Gem as a fluvial acoustic instrument.
Gems acoustic data are collected
at 100 sps with a sensitivity of 46
µV/Pa above 0.4 Hz [Marcillo et al.,
2012]. Meridian seismic data are col-
lected 250 sps with a bandwidth of 120
s. Raw acoustic waveform amplitudes
are transformed to Pascals using con-
version factors specific to the sensitiv-
ity of the InfraBSU microphones and
the Datacube gain setting. All data
are detrended.
4.4 Methods
Big Falls data are processed using
the analytical techniques presented in
Chapters 2 and 3. Because of time
constraints, I only process the acous-
tic data and focus on locating acoustic resonators. I follow the methodological steps
presented in Section 3.4. First, I generate a temporally and spatially averaged power
spectral estimate of the acoustic data (Section 2.4.1). I compare this result to the spa-
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tially averaged cross spectral coherence (Section 3.4.2) and band pass filter for frequency
bands that display elevated power and coherence. Finally, filtered acoustic data is input
into a high resolution semblance grid search (Section 3.4.3) that locates sources where
the generation acoustic waves is likely.
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4.5 Results
Results show that the Big Falls Rapid produces temporally and spatially coherent
acoustic signals throughout the study period. Coherent spectral bands of 1.5-2.5, 3-6, 8.5-
11.5, and 12-15 Hz contain distinct spectral peaks. By bandpass filtering for a coherent
spectral peak and processing it through a semblance grid search, I highlight each peak’s
likely acoustic resonator. The semblance results for frequency bands filtered between 3-6
Hz, 8.5-11.5, and 12-15 Hz show distinct regions of acoustic source generation.
4.5.1 Acoustic Cross Spectral Coherence and Power Spectral Density
A



















































































Figure 4.4: Panel A shows network averaged Welch power spectral density (PSD) es-
timates of the acoustic field surrounding Big Falls Rapid. Both data sets are filtered
between 0.1 and 100 Hz and are presented as dB relative to Pa. Thin vertical lines
surrounding the spectra represent the variance at each frequency with 95% confidence
intervals. Panel B denotes network averaged cross-spectral coherence estimates of the
acoustic wave field near Big Falls. The corresponding network averaged PSD is super-
imposed for comparison. Cross-spectral coherence results are binned into 1 Hz bins and
statistics are computed; mean is shown in black, and the standard deviation is displayed
by grey dashed lines. Grey rectangles indicate the margins of the band pass filter used
in semblance analysis.
The spectra of the acoustic wave field surrounding Big Falls contains coherent spec-
tral peaks in the 1.5-2.5, 3-6, 8.5-11.5, and 12-15 Hz frequency bands. The 1.5-2.5 Hz
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frequency band contains a relatively high amplitude spectral peak that is centered around
approximately 2 Hz (Figure 4.4:Panel A). The 1.5-2.5 Hz peak has a narrow band width
when compared to other spectral bands in the Big Falls data set. Cross network coher-
ence of the 1.5-2.5 Hz band is near unity and coherence values closely follow the trend of
the power spectral density signal in this band (Figure 4.4:Panel B). I purposely do not
add a bounding box to the 1.5-2.5 Hz band in Figure 4.5 because its frequency content is
too low to resolve a semblance result using the acoustic array geometry of the Big Falls
experiment [Rost and Thomas , 2002]. Infrasound in the 3-6 Hz band has an amplitude
significantly elevated above the noise floor and contains several localized coherence peaks
(Figure 4.4:Panel B). The spectral coherence of the 3-6 Hz is more variant than that
observed in the 1.5-2.5 Hz band. Spectral bands of higher frequencies are more similar
to the ambient background noise than the frequency peaks below 6 Hz. Frequency bands
between 8.5-11.5 Hz and 12-15 Hz display power that is slightly elevated compared to the
background noise (Figure 4.4:Panel A). Coherence of these frequency bands follows the
trends of the spectral peaks but is variant and low in amplitude compared to the 1.5-2.5
and 3-6 Hz bands (Figure 4.4:Panel B).
4.5.2 Acoustic semblance grid search
Semblance grid searches display distinct acoustic source regions depending on the
pass-band of filtered acoustic data. Spectral bands of 3-6, 8.5-11.5, and 12-15 Hz contain
coherence and frequency content that are adequate to resolve the locations of the acous-
tic resonators that generate these signals. The 3-6 Hz resonator is biased towards the
northern bank with a peak coherence contour located directly downstream of a hydrody-
namic feature and where the water encounters the river’s bank at an abrupt boundary
that redirects the river’s flow (Figure 4.5: Panel A).
The semblance result of the 8.5-11.5 Hz band displays three regions of high likeli-
hood infrasound generation (Figure 4.5: Panel B). The most southern region of source
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generation has a south-west to north-east bias and the majority of its area overlies the
river in a location where a large oscillating eddy is observed. This source has a lower
average semblance and is more variant than the acoustic generator on the river’s northern
bank that is observed in the 8.5-11.5 Hz frequency band and 3-6 Hz band. The likely
source region on the northern bank contains this band’s highest semblance values and is
relatively finite with the contour of high semblance being in a similar location to that
observed in the 3-6 Hz band. Lastly, a high likelihood infrasound source region occurs
outside of the river slightly east of microphone BF019. Because of the offset alignment in
the locations of likely infrasound resonators, it is unlikely that acoustic aliasing generates
the semblance pattern observed in the 8.5-11.5 Hz band [Rost and Thomas , 2002]. The
interaction of a localized wind field and a large tree located east of microphone BF019
could explain the anomalous region of high semblance that is bounded by the river’s
bank. This interpretation is likely corroborated by the northernmost infrasound source
anomaly observed in the 12-15 Hz band.
Regions of high semblance are displayed in multiple locations when I filter the acoustic
data between 12-15 Hz (Figure 4.5: Panel C). An infrasonic resonator is observed slightly
east-south-east of microphone BF019. This source region overlaps with the northernmost
semblance anomaly observed in the 8.5-11.5 Hz band, and could suggest that this infra-
sound resonator is real and that it is likely formed by a large tree or vegetation as
explained above. The 12-15 Hz spectral band also displays a region of likely infrasound
generation in the middle of the river between two hydraulic jumps. This likely acoustic
source is bounded by two regions that display elevated semblance values. I suspect that
only the central node produces infrasound. I make this interpretation because the side
lobes are almost symmetrically spaced away from the central acoustic resonator, and all
three anomalous regions are linearly aligned (Figure 4.5: Panel C). These observation
could suggest that the side lobes are artifacts generated from acoustic aliasing associated
























































































































































































































































































Figure 4.5: The source region(s) of the 3-6 Hz (Panel A), 8.5-11.5 Hz (Panel B), 12-15 Hz
(Panel C) infrasound bands are identified through a semblance grid search of Big Falls
rapid. The ability to resolve finite source regions of bandpass filtered infrasound in rapids
containing multiple acoustic generators demonstrates the usefulness of this methodology
for studying and tracking temporally dependent river hydrodynamics. Panel D displays
the array response of a synthetic white-noise signal.
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4.6 Discussion
Big Falls contains multiple acoustic resonators that can be observed in bands of
coherence spanning between the time and frequency domains of the rapid’s infrasonic
signal. Big Falls Rapids’ spectral content are classified by coherent frequency bands of
1.5-2.5, 3-6,8.5-11.5 Hz, and 12-15 Hz that excite distinct acoustic source regions when
passband filtered data are processed using a semblance grid search. Because of these
results, I suggest that each spectral peak is associated with a finite acoustic resonator
oscillating in a distinct cycle within the turbulent Big Falls Rapid.
4.6.1 Multiple Acoustic Resonators
Semblance results demonstrate that the Big Falls Rapid generates acoustic signals
with discrete frequencies in finite source regions. Semblance grid searches of the Big
Falls Rapid highlight acoustic source regions that are associated with a variety of river
features. The source of the 3-6 Hz signals, also seen in the 8.5-11.5 Hz band, is located
directly downstream of a large hydraulic jump where the water contacts the river’s bank at
an abrupt corner. Images of Big Falls Rapid demonstrate that the river bend highlighted
by the 3-6 Hz semblance result generates an eddy feature (Appendix 5). The likely
source region highlighted by the 8.5-11.5 Hz semblance result, on the river’s southern
bank, is also associated with an eddy feature. The 8.5-11.5 Hz eddy is directly across
the river from the eddy associated with the 3-6 Hz band (Appendix 5). The co-location
between eddy features and regions of high acoustic semblance suggest that eddies are
producing infrasound. Because turbulent eddies oscillate vertically, I suggest that these
hydrodynamic features generate infrasound following the mechanism described in Section
3.6.1.The likely source region that I interpret to be the acoustic oscillator of the 12-15 Hz
band is juxtaposed directly downstream of a hydraulic jump that forms a standing river
wave. I suspect the standing river wave highlighted by the 12-15 Hz band is generating
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infrasound in accordance with the mechanism described in Section 3.6.1. Big Falls
semblance results are partially corroborated by the HWMD’s semblance grid search that
suggest that acoustic sources are located at the river waves directly downstream of the
HWMD’s open flashboards (Section 3.5.3).
The Big Falls Rapid contains four distinct hydraulic jumps and I am unable to prove
that each jump generates infrasound containing different frequency pass-bands. Further-
more, I am unable to highlight all of the hydraulic jumps using a semblance grid searches.
I suspect that the 1.5-2.5 spectral peak is formed by the oscillations of a hydraulic jump,
but the array’s lack of spatial resolution in this frequency band makes it impossible to
support this hypothesis. Also, hydraulic jumps in Big Falls Rapid could be oscillating
in frequency bands that are above the spectral range of the Gems microphone, or their
signals are below the network’s noise floor.
4.7 Conclusion
The Big Falls experiment is designed to locate finite acoustic source regions within
a spatially variant rapid. This study also intends to explore trends between flood cycle
discharge and the ambient seismo-acoustic signals surrounding highly turbulent rapids. I
was unable to fulfill the second intended goal of the Big Falls experiment because of time
constraints. Data processing, that includes generating seismic and acoustic spectrograms
and testing the cross coherence between the two seismic stations will be the focus of future
research. If temporal variations of the seismic and/or acoustic signals are observed, I





My study is conducted in an attempt to better understand the ambient seismo-
acoustic wave fields that are produced near turbulent river systems and to relate these
signals to fluvial conditions that are temporally variable. I designed three experiments
that test the relationships between near-river seismo-acoustic signals and river discharge,
water-wave action, and spatial variance. These experiments provide evidence that sug-
gest that seismic and acoustic energies are generated by water waves. Our evidence
suggest that the spectral content of the seismo-acoustic signals are controlled by mea-
surable river parameters that include the bathymetric profile, discharge, and the Froude
number. Semblance results suggest finite regions that likely produce acoustic signals.
I compared river surface features to regions that display high acoustic semblance and
found that specific river features, including hydraulic jumps and eddies, likely produce
the observed infrasound near rivers. Results from this study provide evidence that links
the seismo-acoustic wave fields near turbulent rivers to hydrodynamic processes. If a link
between a river’s ambient seismo-acoustic field and its temporally dependent conditions
is robustly identified, scientist will be able to use seismo-acoustic techniques to monitor
transformable surf waves, and geomorphological processes.
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APPENDIX A: FIGURES
Figure A1: Verification that Meridian Compact Seismometers were calibrated during
the 6/23/2017 Boise River Park experiment. We used a magnitude 5.8 earthquake that
occurred at Latitude 23.68 North, Longitude 123.36 East and was detected by the seismic
array deployed at the Boise River Park (BSM2-BSM7). We compare time series data
collected with the the Boise River Park array to an IRIS station MFID located at Latitude
43.41 North, Longitude -115.83 East approximately 40 km south-east of the Boise River
Park. Data is band-pass filtered between 10-100 seconds.
Figure A2: Coherent Meridian Compact Seismometers are displayed. Seismic data are
from the earthquake explained in Figure caption A1.
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APPENDIX B: CODE













13 # Uses Raw seismic and ifrasound data.
14 # Infrasound is contained in /Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_
Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Infrasounds/
data/A3M
15 # Seismic is contained in
16 ###### THIS FUNCTION SAVES THE Infrasound_Welch.RDATA FILE
17 ###################################
18 # Make infrasound data set which loads in data , split and











24 # Create conversion factors
25 sens = 46e-6; # Volts/Pa
26 atod = .2441e-6; # V per count
27 gain = 64
28 ac_calib = atod/sens/gain
29
30 # Create a seismic calibration file
31 Seisn_gain = 10
32
33
34 # Create a seismic normalization factor
35 Seisn_Sens = 3e9






40 BSM2 = NH
41 load(’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM3/2016/06/23/BSM3.RData’)
42 BSM3 = NH
43 load(’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM4/2016/06/23/BSM4.RData’)
44 BSM4 = NH
45 load(’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM5/2016/06/23/BSM5.RData’)
46 BSM5 = NH
47 load(’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM6/2016/06/23/BSM6.RData’)
48 BSM6 = NH
49 load(’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM7/2016/06/23/BSM7.RData’)
50 BSM7 = NH
51
52 # Load in the infrasound data
53 load(’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Infrasounds/data/AD8/AD8.RData’)
54 AD8 = NH
55 load(’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Infrasounds/data/A3M/A3M.RData’)
56 A3M = NH
57
58 ######################
59 ## ADD Base path for all of the wave times
60 b1 = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM1/2016/06/23/’
61 b2 = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM2/2016/06/23/’
62 b3 = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM3/2016/06/23/’
63 b4 = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM4/2016/06/23/’
64 b5 = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM5/2016/06/23/’
65 b6 = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM6/2016/06/23/’
47
66 b7 = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/BWWP_
06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/BSM7/2016/06/23/’
67 I_A3M = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/
BWWP_06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Infrasounds/data/A3M/’
68 I_AD8 = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_6232016/
BWWP_06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Infrasounds/data/AD8/AD8.RData’
69 ############################
70 ## Add in UTM Wave times Taken from Notebook. These are the
wave records ... Be careful. Do not Hard Deleete
71 #############################
72 # Start and end times for wave 1
73 sth_1 = 19
74 stm_1 = 13
75 sts_1 = 4
76 eth_1 = 19
77 etm_1 = 43
78 ets_1 = 42
79 # Start and end times for wave 2
80 sth_2 = 20
81 stm_2 = 18
82 sts_2 = 36
83 eth_2 = 20
84 etm_2 = 49
85 ets_2 = 57
86 # Start and end times for wave 3
87 sth_3 = 21
88 stm_3 = 1
89 sts_3 = 0
90 eth_3 = 21
91 etm_3 = 25
92 ets_3 = 12
93 # Start and end times for wave 4
94 sth_4 = 21
95 stm_4 = 51
96 sts_4 = 0
97 eth_4 = 22
98 etm_4 = 8
99 ets_4 = 10
100 ############################
101 ## Add in UTM Wave times Taken from Notebook. These are the
wave records ... Be careful. Do not Hard Deleete (Backup)
102 #############################
103 # Start and end times for wave 1
104 sth_1 = 19
105 stm_1 = 13
106 sts_1 = 4
107 eth_1 = 19
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108 etm_1 = 43
109 ets_1 = 42
110 # Start and end times for wave 2
111 sth_2 = 20
112 stm_2 = 18
113 sts_2 = 36
114 eth_2 = 20
115 etm_2 = 49
116 ets_2 = 57
117 # Start and end times for wave 3
118 sth_3 = 21
119 stm_3 = 1
120 sts_3 = 0
121 eth_3 = 21
122 etm_3 = 25
123 ets_3 = 12
124 # Start and end times for wave 4
125 sth_4 = 21
126 stm_4 = 51
127 sts_4 = 0
128 eth_4 = 22
129 etm_4 = 8
130 ets_4 = 10
131 #############################
132 ## Find all of the timings in samples wave 1 Froude = 1.43
133 time1_BSM1 = Wavetimes(b1 , sth_1, stm_1, sts_1, eth_1, etm_1,
ets_1)
134 time1_BSM2 = Wavetimes(b2 , sth_1, stm_1, sts_1, eth_1, etm_1,
ets_1)
135 time1_BSM3 = Wavetimes(b3 , sth_1, stm_1, sts_1, eth_1, etm_1,
ets_1)
136 time1_BSM4 = Wavetimes(b4 , sth_1, stm_1, sts_1, eth_1, etm_1,
ets_1)
137 time1_BSM5 = Wavetimes(b5 , sth_1, stm_1, sts_1, eth_1, etm_1,
ets_1)
138 time1_BSM6 = Wavetimes(b6 , sth_1, stm_1, sts_1, eth_1, etm_1,
ets_1)
139 time1_BSM7 = Wavetimes(b7 , sth_1, stm_1, sts_1, eth_1, etm_1,
ets_1)
140 time1_AD8 = Wavetimes(I_AD8 , sth_1, stm_1, sts_1, eth_1, etm_
1, ets_1)
141 time1_A3M = Wavetimes(I_A3M , sth_1, stm_1, sts_1, eth_1, etm_
1, ets_1)
142
143 ## Find all of the timings in samples wave 2 Froude = 1.77
144 time2_BSM1 = Wavetimes(b1 , sth_2, stm_2, sts_2, eth_2, etm_2,
ets_2)
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145 time2_BSM2 = Wavetimes(b2 , sth_2, stm_2, sts_2, eth_2, etm_2,
ets_2)
146 time2_BSM3 = Wavetimes(b3 , sth_2, stm_2, sts_2, eth_2, etm_2,
ets_2)
147 time2_BSM4 = Wavetimes(b4 , sth_2, stm_2, sts_2, eth_2, etm_2,
ets_2)
148 time2_BSM5 = Wavetimes(b5 , sth_2, stm_2, sts_2, eth_2, etm_2,
ets_2)
149 time2_BSM6 = Wavetimes(b6 , sth_2, stm_2, sts_2, eth_2, etm_2,
ets_2)
150 time2_BSM7 = Wavetimes(b7 , sth_2, stm_2, sts_2, eth_2, etm_2,
ets_2)
151 time2_AD8 = Wavetimes(I_AD8 , sth_2, stm_2, sts_2, eth_2, etm_
2, ets_2)




155 ## Find all of the timings in samples wave 3 Froude = 1.99
156 time3_BSM1 = Wavetimes(b1 , sth_3, stm_3, sts_3, eth_3, etm_3,
ets_3)
157 time3_BSM2 = Wavetimes(b2 , sth_3, stm_3, sts_3, eth_3, etm_3,
ets_3)
158 time3_BSM3 = Wavetimes(b3 , sth_3, stm_3, sts_3, eth_3, etm_3,
ets_3)
159 time3_BSM4 = Wavetimes(b4 , sth_3, stm_3, sts_3, eth_3, etm_3,
ets_3)
160 time3_BSM5 = Wavetimes(b5 , sth_3, stm_3, sts_3, eth_3, etm_3,
ets_3)
161 time3_BSM6 = Wavetimes(b6 , sth_3, stm_3, sts_3, eth_3, etm_3,
ets_3)
162 time3_BSM7 = Wavetimes(b7 , sth_3, stm_3, sts_3, eth_3, etm_3,
ets_3)
163 time3_AD8 = Wavetimes(I_AD8 , sth_3, stm_3, sts_3, eth_3, etm_
3, ets_3)
164 time3_A3M = Wavetimes(I_A3M , sth_3, stm_3, sts_3, eth_3, etm_
3, ets_3)
165
166 ## Find all of the timings in samples wave 4 Froude = 1.03
167 time4_BSM1 = Wavetimes(b1 , sth_4, stm_4, sts_4, eth_4, etm_4,
ets_4)
168 time4_BSM2 = Wavetimes(b2 , sth_4, stm_4, sts_4, eth_4, etm_4,
ets_4)
169 time4_BSM3 = Wavetimes(b3 , sth_4, stm_4, sts_4, eth_4, etm_4,
ets_4)
170 time4_BSM4 = Wavetimes(b4 , sth_4, stm_4, sts_4, eth_4, etm_4,
ets_4)
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171 time4_BSM5 = Wavetimes(b5 , sth_4, stm_4, sts_4, eth_4, etm_4,
ets_4)
172 time4_BSM6 = Wavetimes(b6 , sth_4, stm_4, sts_4, eth_4, etm_4,
ets_4)
173 time4_BSM7 = Wavetimes(b7 , sth_4, stm_4, sts_4, eth_4, etm_4,
ets_4)
174 time4_AD8 = Wavetimes(I_AD8 , sth_4, stm_4, sts_4, eth_4, etm_
4, ets_4)
175 time4_A3M = Wavetimes(I_A3M , sth_4, stm_4, sts_4, eth_4, etm_
4, ets_4)
176
177 # Convert from volts to pascals
178 # Create a List structure that holds the vectors for each
wave feature
179 wave1 = list()
180 wave2 = list()
181 wave3 = list()
182 wave4 = list()
183
184 # Create a list structure for wave time 1 Froude 1.43
185 wave1$BSM1X = BSM1$JSTR [[1]][ time1_BSM1$start:time1_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
186 wave1$BSM1Y = BSM1$JSTR [[2]][ time1_BSM1$start:time1_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
187 wave1$BSM1Z = BSM1$JSTR [[3]][ time1_BSM1$start:time1_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
188 wave1$BSM2X = BSM2$JSTR [[1]][ time1_BSM2$start:time1_BSM2$end]
/Seis_calib
189 wave1$BSM2Y = BSM2$JSTR [[2]][ time1_BSM2$start:time1_BSM2$end]
/Seis_calib
190 wave1$BSM2Z = BSM2$JSTR [[3]][ time1_BSM2$start:time1_BSM2$end]
/Seis_calib
191 wave1$BSM3X = BSM3$JSTR [[1]][ time1_BSM3$start:time1_BSM3$end]
/Seis_calib
192 wave1$BSM3Y = BSM3$JSTR [[2]][ time1_BSM3$start:time1_BSM3$end]
/Seis_calib
193 wave1$BSM3Z = BSM3$JSTR [[3]][ time1_BSM3$start:time1_BSM3$end]
/Seis_calib
194 wave1$BSM4X = BSM4$JSTR [[1]][ time1_BSM4$start:time1_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
195 wave1$BSM4Y = BSM4$JSTR [[2]][ time1_BSM4$start:time1_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
196 wave1$BSM4Z = BSM4$JSTR [[3]][ time1_BSM4$start:time1_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
197 wave1$BSM5X = BSM5$JSTR [[1]][ time1_BSM5$start:time1_BSM5$end]
/Seis_calib
198 wave1$BSM5Y = BSM5$JSTR [[2]][ time1_BSM5$start:time1_BSM5$end]
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/Seis_calib
199 wave1$BSM5Z = BSM5$JSTR [[3]][ time1_BSM5$start:time1_BSM5$end]
/Seis_calib
200 wave1$BSM6X = BSM6$JSTR [[1]][ time1_BSM6$start:time1_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
201 wave1$BSM6Y = BSM6$JSTR [[2]][ time1_BSM6$start:time1_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
202 wave1$BSM6Z = BSM6$JSTR [[3]][ time1_BSM6$start:time1_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
203 wave1$BSM7X = BSM7$JSTR [[1]][ time1_BSM7$start:time1_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
204 wave1$BSM7Y = BSM7$JSTR [[2]][ time1_BSM7$start:time1_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
205 wave1$BSM7Z = BSM7$JSTR [[3]][ time1_BSM7$start:time1_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
206 wave1$AD8I = AD8$JSTR [[1]][ time1_AD8$start:time1_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
207 wave1$AD8J = AD8$JSTR [[2]][ time1_AD8$start:time1_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
208 wave1$AD8K = AD8$JSTR [[3]][ time1_AD8$start:time1_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
209 wave1$A3MI = A3M$JSTR [[1]][ time1_A3M$start:time1_A3M$end]*ac_
calib
210 wave1$A3MJ = A3M$JSTR [[2]][ time1_A3M$start:time1_A3M$end]*ac_
calib




214 # Create a list structure for wave 2 Froude 1.77
215 wave2$BSM1X = BSM1$JSTR [[1]][ time2_BSM1$start:time2_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
216 wave2$BSM1Y = BSM1$JSTR [[2]][ time2_BSM1$start:time2_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
217 wave2$BSM1Z = BSM1$JSTR [[3]][ time2_BSM1$start:time2_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
218 wave2$BSM2X = BSM2$JSTR [[1]][ time2_BSM2$start:time2_BSM2$end]
/Seis_calib
219 wave2$BSM2Y = BSM2$JSTR [[2]][ time2_BSM2$start:time2_BSM2$end]
/Seis_calib
220 wave2$BSM2Z = BSM2$JSTR [[3]][ time2_BSM2$start:time2_BSM2$end]
/Seis_calib
221 wave2$BSM3X = BSM3$JSTR [[1]][ time2_BSM3$start:time2_BSM3$end]
/Seis_calib
222 wave2$BSM3Y = BSM3$JSTR [[2]][ time2_BSM3$start:time2_BSM3$end]
/Seis_calib
223 wave2$BSM3Z = BSM3$JSTR [[3]][ time2_BSM3$start:time2_BSM3$end]
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/Seis_calib
224 wave2$BSM4X = BSM4$JSTR [[1]][ time2_BSM4$start:time2_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
225 wave2$BSM4Y = BSM4$JSTR [[2]][ time2_BSM4$start:time2_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
226 wave2$BSM4Z = BSM4$JSTR [[3]][ time2_BSM4$start:time2_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
227 wave2$BSM5X = BSM5$JSTR [[1]][ time2_BSM5$start:time2_BSM5$end]
/Seis_calib
228 wave2$BSM5Y = BSM5$JSTR [[2]][ time2_BSM5$start:time2_BSM5$end]
/Seis_calib
229 wave2$BSM5Z = BSM5$JSTR [[3]][ time2_BSM5$start:time2_BSM5$end]
/Seis_calib
230 wave2$BSM6X = BSM6$JSTR [[1]][ time2_BSM6$start:time2_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
231 wave2$BSM6Y = BSM6$JSTR [[2]][ time2_BSM6$start:time2_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
232 wave2$BSM6Z = BSM6$JSTR [[3]][ time2_BSM6$start:time2_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
233 wave2$BSM7X = BSM7$JSTR [[1]][ time2_BSM7$start:time2_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
234 wave2$BSM7Y = BSM7$JSTR [[2]][ time2_BSM7$start:time2_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
235 wave2$BSM7Z = BSM7$JSTR [[3]][ time2_BSM7$start:time2_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
236 wave2$AD8I = AD8$JSTR [[1]][ time2_AD8$start:time2_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
237 wave2$AD8J = AD8$JSTR [[2]][ time2_AD8$start:time2_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
238 wave2$AD8K = AD8$JSTR [[3]][ time2_AD8$start:time2_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
239 wave2$A3MI = A3M$JSTR [[1]][ time2_A3M$start:time2_A3M$end]*ac_
calib
240 wave2$A3MJ = A3M$JSTR [[2]][ time2_A3M$start:time2_A3M$end]*ac_
calib




244 # Create a list structure for wave 3 Froude 1.99
245 wave3$BSM1X = BSM1$JSTR [[1]][ time3_BSM1$start:time3_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
246 wave3$BSM1Y = BSM1$JSTR [[2]][ time3_BSM1$start:time3_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
247 wave3$BSM1Z = BSM1$JSTR [[3]][ time3_BSM1$start:time3_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
248 wave3$BSM2X = BSM2$JSTR [[1]][ time3_BSM2$start:time3_BSM2$end]
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/Seis_calib
249 wave3$BSM2Y = BSM2$JSTR [[2]][ time3_BSM2$start:time3_BSM2$end]
/Seis_calib
250 wave3$BSM2Z = BSM2$JSTR [[3]][ time3_BSM2$start:time3_BSM2$end]
/Seis_calib
251 wave3$BSM3X = BSM3$JSTR [[1]][ time3_BSM3$start:time3_BSM3$end]
/Seis_calib
252 wave3$BSM3Y = BSM3$JSTR [[2]][ time3_BSM3$start:time3_BSM3$end]
/Seis_calib
253 wave3$BSM3Z = BSM3$JSTR [[3]][ time3_BSM3$start:time3_BSM3$end]
/Seis_calib
254 wave3$BSM4X = BSM4$JSTR [[1]][ time3_BSM4$start:time3_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
255 wave3$BSM4Y = BSM4$JSTR [[2]][ time3_BSM4$start:time3_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
256 wave3$BSM4Z = BSM4$JSTR [[3]][ time3_BSM4$start:time3_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
257 wave3$BSM5X = BSM5$JSTR [[1]][ time3_BSM5$start:time3_BSM5$end]
/Seis_calib
258 wave3$BSM5Y = BSM5$JSTR [[2]][ time3_BSM5$start:time3_BSM5$end]
/Seis_calib
259 wave3$BSM5Z = BSM5$JSTR [[3]][ time3_BSM5$start:time3_BSM5$end]
/Seis_calib
260 wave3$BSM6X = BSM6$JSTR [[1]][ time3_BSM6$start:time3_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
261 wave3$BSM6Y = BSM6$JSTR [[2]][ time3_BSM6$start:time3_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
262 wave3$BSM6Z = BSM6$JSTR [[3]][ time3_BSM6$start:time3_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
263 wave3$BSM7X = BSM7$JSTR [[1]][ time3_BSM7$start:time3_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
264 wave3$BSM7Y = BSM7$JSTR [[2]][ time3_BSM7$start:time3_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
265 wave3$BSM7Z = BSM7$JSTR [[3]][ time3_BSM7$start:time3_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
266 wave3$AD8I = AD8$JSTR [[1]][ time3_AD8$start:time3_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
267 wave3$AD8J = AD8$JSTR [[2]][ time3_AD8$start:time3_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
268 wave3$AD8K = AD8$JSTR [[3]][ time3_AD8$start:time3_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
269 wave3$A3MI = A3M$JSTR [[1]][ time3_A3M$start:time3_A3M$end]*ac_
calib
270 wave3$A3MJ = A3M$JSTR [[2]][ time3_A3M$start:time3_A3M$end]*ac_
calib





274 # Create a list structure for wave 4 Froude 1.03
275 wave4$BSM1X = BSM1$JSTR [[1]][ time4_BSM1$start:time4_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
276 wave4$BSM1Y = BSM1$JSTR [[2]][ time4_BSM1$start:time4_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
277 wave4$BSM1Z = BSM1$JSTR [[3]][ time4_BSM1$start:time4_BSM1$end]
/Seis_calib
278 wave4$BSM2X = BSM2$JSTR [[1]][ time4_BSM2$start:time4_BSM2$end]
/Seis_calib
279 wave4$BSM2Y = BSM2$JSTR [[2]][ time4_BSM2$start:time4_BSM2$end]
/Seis_calib
280 wave4$BSM2Z = BSM2$JSTR [[3]][ time4_BSM2$start:time4_BSM2$end]
/Seis_calib
281 wave4$BSM3X = BSM3$JSTR [[1]][ time4_BSM3$start:time4_BSM3$end]
/Seis_calib
282 wave4$BSM3Y = BSM3$JSTR [[2]][ time4_BSM3$start:time4_BSM3$end]
/Seis_calib
283 wave4$BSM3Z = BSM3$JSTR [[3]][ time4_BSM3$start:time4_BSM3$end]
/Seis_calib
284 wave4$BSM4X = BSM4$JSTR [[1]][ time4_BSM4$start:time4_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
285 wave4$BSM4Y = BSM4$JSTR [[2]][ time4_BSM4$start:time4_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
286 wave4$BSM4Z = BSM4$JSTR [[3]][ time4_BSM4$start:time4_BSM4$end]
/Seis_calib
287 wave4$BSM5X = BSM5$JSTR [[1]][ time4_BSM5$start:time4_BSM5$end]
/Seis_calib
288 wave4$BSM5Y = BSM5$JSTR [[2]][ time4_BSM5$start:time4_BSM5$end]
/Seis_calib
289 wave4$BSM5Z = BSM5$JSTR [[3]][ time4_BSM5$start:time4_BSM5$end]
/Seis_calib
290 wave4$BSM6X = BSM6$JSTR [[1]][ time4_BSM6$start:time4_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
291 wave4$BSM6Y = BSM6$JSTR [[2]][ time4_BSM6$start:time4_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
292 wave4$BSM6Z = BSM6$JSTR [[3]][ time4_BSM6$start:time4_BSM6$end]
/Seis_calib
293 wave4$BSM7X = BSM7$JSTR [[1]][ time4_BSM7$start:time4_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
294 wave4$BSM7Y = BSM7$JSTR [[2]][ time4_BSM7$start:time4_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
295 wave4$BSM7Z = BSM7$JSTR [[3]][ time4_BSM7$start:time4_BSM7$end]
/Seis_calib
296 wave4$AD8I = AD8$JSTR [[1]][ time4_AD8$start:time4_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
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297 wave4$AD8J = AD8$JSTR [[2]][ time4_AD8$start:time4_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
298 wave4$AD8K = AD8$JSTR [[3]][ time4_AD8$start:time4_AD8$end]*ac_
calib
299 wave4$A3MI = A3M$JSTR [[1]][ time4_A3M$start:time4_A3M$end]*ac_
calib
300 wave4$A3MJ = A3M$JSTR [[2]][ time4_A3M$start:time4_A3M$end]*ac_
calib
301 wave4$A3MK = A3M$JSTR [[3]][ time4_A3M$start:time4_A3M$end]*ac_
calib
302
303 # Save all of the waves as .RData file format
304
305
306 #Remove the stupid spikes from the data set sets and plot
waves
307 #wave1$BSM1Z = rm_std(wave1$BSM1Z , dev = 2)
308
309 # Plot the time series for wave time 1
310 # Move from samples to dec hours
311 # Find the start and end time of the traces
312 DHS1 = Samp2DecHours(time1_BSM1$start , 250, b1)
313 DHE1 = Samp2DecHours(time1_BSM1$end , 250, b1)
314
315 # PLot all wave 1 time series plots on top of one another
316 t1 = seq(from = DHS1 , to = DHE1 , length = (time1_BSM1$end -
time1_BSM1$start +1))
317 # Generate Time Series tracks for all wave timing
318 jpeg(file =’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Wave_Freq_Content/Traces/
Wave1_NoFilt.jpg’ )
319 plot(t1 , dmdt(wave1$BSM1Z), type=’l’, ylim = c(-0.002, 0.002)
, main = ’Stacked Time Series Data Wave 1 Fr # =1.43’,
xlab = ’Time (Decimal Hours UTC 6/23/2016)’, ylab = ’
Velocity (m/s)’ )
320 lines(t1 ,dmdt(wave1$BSM2Z), col= ’green ’)
321 lines(t1 ,dmdt(wave1$BSM3Z), col= ’blue’)
322 lines(t1 ,dmdt(wave1$BSM4Z), col= ’purple ’)
323 lines(t1 ,dmdt(wave1$BSM5Z), col= ’red’)
324 lines(t1 , dmdt(wave1$BSM6Z), col= ’cyan’)
325 legend(’bottomright ’, legend =c(’BSM1’, ’BSM2’, ’BSM3’, ’BSM4
’, ’BSM5’, ’BSM6’), lty = c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), col = c(’
black’,’green ’,’blue’, ’purple ’, ’red’, ’cyan’))
326 dev.off()
327 # Plot the time series for wave time 2
328
329 # Find the start and end time of the traces
330 DHS2 = Samp2DecHours(time2_BSM1$start , 250, b1)
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331 DHE2 = Samp2DecHours(time2_BSM1$end , 250, b1)
332
333 # PLot all wave 1 time series plots on top of one another
334 t2 = seq(from = DHS2 , to = DHE2 , length = (time2_BSM1$end -
time2_BSM1$start +1))
335 # Generate Time Series tracks for all wave timing
336 jpeg(file =’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Wave_Freq_Content/Traces/
Wave2_NoFilt.jpg’ )
337 plot(t2 , dmdt(wave2$BSM1Z), type=’l’, ylim = c(-0.002, 0.002)
, main = ’Stacked Time Series Data Wave 2 Fr # =1.77’,
xlab = ’Time (Decimal Hours UTC 6/23/2016)’, ylab = ’
Velocity (m/s)’)
338 lines(t2 ,dmdt(wave2$BSM2Z), col= ’green ’)
339 lines(t2 ,dmdt(wave2$BSM3Z), col= ’blue’)
340 lines(t2 ,dmdt(wave2$BSM4Z), col= ’purple ’)
341 lines(t2 ,dmdt(wave2$BSM5Z), col= ’red’)
342 lines(t2 , dmdt(wave2$BSM6Z), col= ’cyan’)
343 legend(’bottomright ’, legend =c(’BSM1’, ’BSM2’, ’BSM3’, ’BSM4
’, ’BSM5’, ’BSM6’), lty = c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), col = c(’




347 # Find the start and end time of the traces
348 DHS3 = Samp2DecHours(time3_BSM1$start , 250, b1)
349 DHE3 = Samp2DecHours(time3_BSM1$end , 250, b1)
350
351 # PLot all wave 1 time series plots on top of one another
352 t3 = seq(from = DHS3 , to = DHE3 , length = (time3_BSM1$end -
time3_BSM1$start +1))
353 # Generate Time Series tracks for all wave timing
354 jpeg(file =’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Wave_Freq_Content/Traces/
Wave3_NoFilt.jpg’ )
355 plot(t3 , dmdt(wave3$BSM1Z), type=’l’, ylim = c(-0.002, 0.002)
, main = ’Stacked Time Series Data Wave 3 Fr # =1.99’,
xlab = ’Time (Decimal Hours UTC 6/23/2016)’, ylab = ’
Velocity (m/s)’ )
356 lines(t3 ,dmdt(wave3$BSM2Z), col= ’green ’)
357 lines(t3 ,dmdt(wave3$BSM3Z), col= ’blue’)
358 lines(t3 ,dmdt(wave3$BSM4Z), col= ’purple ’)
359 lines(t3 ,dmdt(wave3$BSM5Z), col= ’red’)
360 lines(t3 , dmdt(wave3$BSM6Z), col= ’cyan’)
361 legend(’bottomright ’, legend =c(’BSM1’, ’BSM2’, ’BSM3’, ’BSM4
’, ’BSM5’, ’BSM6’), lty = c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), col = c(’




364 # Create a timing axis which to plot all of the waves on
365 # Move from samples to dec hours
366 # Find the start and end time of the traces
367 DHS4 = Samp2DecHours(time4_BSM1$start , 250, b1)
368 DHE4 = Samp2DecHours(time4_BSM1$end , 250, b1)
369
370 t4 = seq(from = DHS4 , to = DHE4 , length = (time4_BSM1$end -
time4_BSM1$start +1))
371 # Generate Time Series tracks for all wave timing
372 jpeg(file =’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Wave_Freq_Content/Traces/
Wave4_NoFilt.jpg’ )
373 plot(t4 , dmdt(wave4$BSM1Z), type=’l’, ylim = c(-0.002, 0.002)
, main = ’Stacked Time Series Data Wave 4 Fr # =1.03’,
xlab = ’Time (Decimal Hours UTC 6/23/2016)’, ylab = ’
Velocity (m/s)’ )
374 lines(t4 ,dmdt(wave4$BSM2Z), col= ’green ’)
375 lines(t4 ,dmdt(wave4$BSM3Z), col= ’blue’)
376 lines(t4 ,dmdt(wave4$BSM4Z), col= ’purple ’)
377 lines(t4 ,dmdt(wave4$BSM5Z), col= ’red’)
378 lines(t4 , dmdt(wave4$BSM6Z), col= ’cyan’)
379 legend(’bottomleft ’, legend =c(’BSM1’, ’BSM2’, ’BSM3’, ’BSM4’
, ’BSM5’, ’BSM6’), lty = c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), col = c(’
black’,’green ’,’blue’, ’purple ’, ’red’, ’cyan’))
380 dev.off()
381
382 # Save each inducidual wave time series
383 save(wave1 , file=’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_
6232016/BWWP_06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/Waves/Wave1_
Seisn.RData ’)
384 save(wave2 , file=’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_
6232016/BWWP_06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/Waves/Wave2_
Seisn.RData ’)
385 save(wave3 , file=’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/BWW_
6232016/BWWP_06 -23 -2016_Exp2/data/Seismic/Waves/Wave3_
Seisn.RData ’)




388 # PLot which plots all of the wave time series data
389 # Plot 20 seconds worth of data
390 ssec = 600*250
391 esec = 608*250
392






398 for(i in 1: length(wave1)){
399 if(i<22){
400 FW1[[i]] = FILTVECT(dmdt(wave1[[i]]), dt =1/250 ,
FILT = list(ON = TRUE ,fl = 0.1, fh = 100, type = "
BP", proto = "BU"), TAPER = 0.1,
POSTTAPER = 0.1)
401 FW2[[i]] = FILTVECT(dmdt(wave2[[i]]), dt =1/250 ,
FILT = list(ON = TRUE ,fl = 0.1, fh = 100, type = "
BP", proto = "BU"), TAPER = 0.1,
POSTTAPER = 0.1)
402 FW3[[i]] = FILTVECT(dmdt(wave3[[i]]), dt =1/250 ,
FILT = list(ON = TRUE ,fl = 0.1, fh =100, type = "
BP", proto = "BU"), TAPER = 0.1, POSTTAPER
= 0.1)
403 FW4[[i]] = FILTVECT(dmdt(wave4[[i]]), dt =1/250 ,
FILT = list(ON = TRUE ,fl = 0.1, fh = 100, type = "
BP", proto = "BU"), TAPER = 0.1,
POSTTAPER = 0.1)
404 }else{
405 FW1[[i]] = FILTVECT(dmdt(wave1[[i]]), dt =1/200 ,
FILT = list(ON = TRUE ,fl = 1, fh =100, type = "BP"
, proto = "BU"), TAPER = 0.1, POSTTAPER
= 0.1)
406 FW2[[i]] = FILTVECT(dmdt(wave2[[i]]), dt =1/200 ,
FILT = list(ON = TRUE ,fl = 1, fh = 100, type = "BP
", proto = "BU"), TAPER = 0.1, POSTTAPER
= 0.1)
407 FW3[[i]] = FILTVECT(dmdt(wave3[[i]]), dt =1/200 ,
FILT = list(ON = TRUE ,fl = 1, fh = 100, type = "BP
", proto = "BU"), TAPER = 0.1, POSTTAPER
= 0.1)
408 FW4[[i]] = FILTVECT(dmdt(wave4[[i]]), dt =1/200 ,
FILT = list(ON = TRUE ,fl = 1, fh = 100, type = "BP





412 comp = 3
413 # Average the time series data and plot together
414 w1_A = (FW1 [[2*comp ]]+ FW1 [[4*comp ]]+ FW1 [[5*comp ]]+ FW1 [[6*comp
]])/4
415 w2_A = (FW2 [[2*comp ]]+ FW2 [[4*comp ]]+ FW2 [[5*comp ]]+ FW2 [[6*comp
]])/4
416 w3_A = (FW3 [[2*comp ]]+ FW3 [[4*comp ]]+ FW3 [[5*comp ]]+ FW3 [[6*comp
59
]])/4




420 # NOTES to remember AD8 has all of the good signas and C1 of
A3M is no good
421
422 I1_A = (FW1 [[22]]+ FW1 [[23]]+ FW1 [[24]]+ FW1 [[26]]+ FW1 [[27]])/5
423 I2_A = (FW2 [[22]]+ FW2 [[23]]+ FW2 [[24]]+ FW2 [[26]]+ FW2 [[27]])/5
424 I3_A = (FW3 [[22]]+ FW3 [[23]]+ FW3 [[24]]+ FW3 [[26]]+ FW3 [[27]])/5





430 # Create a time series of data
431 time_s = seq(from = 0, to = 8, length =length(w3_A[ssec:esec
]) )
432 xtxtloc = 1.44 # Location of x text
433 cextext = 6.5 # Text size for known axis text
434
435 yside =-0.3 # Location of y side axes
436
437 ########################
438 # Dont average the time series data instead dsplay data from
one trace
439 # BSM5 and Microphone 26
440 ########################
441 I1_A =FW1 [[26]]
442 I2_A = FW2 [[26]]
443 I3_A = FW3 [[26]]
444 I4_A = FW4 [[26]]
445
446 w1_A = FW1 [[5*comp]]
447 w2_A = FW2 [[5*comp]]
448 w3_A = FW3 [[5*comp]]




453 w1_A = dmdt(w1_A)
454 w2_A = dmdt(w2_A)
455 w3_A = dmdt(w3_A)
456 w4_A = dmdt(w4_A)
457
458 xtxtloc = 1.44 # Location of x text
60
459 xtxtloc1 = 6.78
460 jpeg(’~/Desktop/BWW_6232016 Timeseries_Notitle.jpg’, width =
980*4.5, height= 980*4.5)
461 attach(mtcars)
462 par(mfrow=c(2,1), mar = c(3.5, 15, 15, 15), oma = c(0, 0,0,0)
)
463 plot(time_s, w1_A[ssec:esec ]+1.62e-4, col = ’black’, type = ’
l’, ylim = c(-1.4e-4, 1.95e-4), lwd = 10, cex.lab = 8,cex.
axis = 8, yaxt=’n’, xaxt=’n’, mgp = c(20, 5, 0) , bty = ’
n’)
464 mtext(’Seismic STA:BSM BP:0.1 -100 Hz’, side = 3, line = 0.3,
cex = 5 )
465 mtext(’Velocity (m/s)’, side = 2, line = 6.5, cex = 8)
466 title(’Seismic (Z) Time Series ’, cex.main = 10, side=3, line
= 6, font = 2)
467
468 lines(time_s, w2_A[ssec:esec ]+.5e-4, col = ’ blue’, lwd = 10)
469 lines(time_s, w3_A[ssec:esec ] -0.35e-4, col = ’red’, lwd = 10)
470 lines(time_s, w4_A[ssec:esec ] -1.05e-4, col = ’purple ’, lwd =
10)
471
472 text(x=xtxtloc , y=2.03e-4, label = paste(’Start Time:’,sth_1,
’:’, stm_1+10,’:’, sts_1, ’0’, sep = ’’), col = ’black’,
cex=cextext )
473 text(x=xtxtloc , y=1.05e-4, label = paste(’Start Time:’,sth_2,
’:’, stm_2+10,’:’, sts_2, sep = ’’), col = ’blue’, cex=
cextext )
474 text(x=xtxtloc , y=0.01e-4, label = paste(’Start Time:’,sth_3,
’:’, stm_3+25,’:’, sts_3, ’0’, sep = ’’), col = ’red’, cex
=cextext)
475 text(x=xtxtloc , y=-0.65e-4, label = paste(’Start Time:’,sth_
4+1,’:’, ’01’,’:’, sts_4, ’0’, sep = ’’), col = ’purple ’,
cex=cextext)
476
477 par(xpd = NA)
478 lines(x = c(yside , yside), y = c(min(w3_A[ssec:esec]), max(w3
_A[ssec:esec])), lwd = 8, col = ’black ’)
479 text(x = yside , y = (min(w3_A[ssec:esec]) -0.29e-4), labels =
round(min(w3_A[ssec:esec]), digits =6), cex = cextext , srt
= 90)
480 text(x = yside , y = (max(w3_A[ssec:esec]) +0.29e-4), labels =




483 par(xpd = FALSE , mar = c(20, 15, 12, 15))
484
61
485 plot(time_s, I1_A[ssec:esec ]+0.62 , col = ’black’, type = ’l’,
ylim = c(-0.5, 0.7), lty = 1, lwd = 10, cex.lab = 8,cex.
axis = 8,yaxt=’n’,mgp = c(10, 5, 0), xlab =’’, ylab = ’’,
bty = ’n’)
486 axis(side = 1, lwd = 6, labels = FALSE)
487
488 title(’Infrasound Time Series ’, cex.main = 10, line = 5.5,
font = 2)
489 mtext(’Infrasound STA:J3 BP:1-100 Hz’, side = 3, line = 1,
cex = 6 )
490 mtext(’Pressure (Pa)’, side = 2, line = 6.5, cex = 8)
491 mtext(’Time (s)’, side = 1, line = 9.5, cex = 8)
492
493
494 lines(time_s,I2_A[ssec:esec ]+0.35 , col = ’ blue’, lty = 1,
lwd = 10)
495 lines(time_s,I3_A[(ssec +60*25):(esec +60*25)]-0.05, col = ’red
’, lty = 1, lwd = 10)
496 lines(time_s,I4_A[ssec:esec]-0.4, col = ’purple ’, lty =1, lwd
= 10)
497
498 text(x=xtxtloc1 , y=0.72, label = paste(’Start Time:’,sth_1,’:
’, stm_1+10,’:’, sts_1, ’0’, sep = ’’), col = ’black’, cex
=cextext )
499 text(x=xtxtloc1 , y=0.53, label = paste(’Start Time:’,sth_2,’:
’, stm_2+10,’:’, sts_2, sep = ’’), col = ’blue’, cex=
cextext )
500 text(x=xtxtloc1 , y=0.12, label = paste(’Start Time:’,sth_3,’:
’, stm_3+25,’:’, sts_3, ’0’, sep = ’’), col = ’red’, cex=
cextext)
501 text(x=xtxtloc1 , y=-0.3, label = paste(’Start Time:’,sth_4+1,
’:’, 1,’:’, sts_4, ’0’, sep = ’’), col = ’purple ’, cex=
cextext)
502
503 par(xpd = NA)
504 lines(x = c(yside , yside), y = c(min(I3_A[(ssec +60*25):(esec
+60*25)])+0.2, max(I3_A[(ssec +60*25):(esec +60*25)])), lwd
= 8, col = ’black ’)
505 text(x = yside , y = (min(I3_A[(ssec +60*25):(esec +60*25)])
+0.12) , labels = round(min(I3_A[(ssec +60*25):(esec +60*25)
])+0.02, digits =2), cex = cextext , srt = 90)
506 text(x = yside , y = (max(I3_A[(ssec +60*25):(esec +60*25)])
+0.07) , labels = round(max(I3_A[(ssec +60*25):(esec +60*25)
]), digits =2), cex = cextext , srt = 90)
507
508 legend(x = 0.87, y =-0.64 , legend = c("Froude #: 1.99", "
Froude #: 1.77", "Froude #: 1.43", "Froude #: 1.03"), lty
62
= c(1, 1, 1, 1), lwd = c(7, 7, 7, 7), col = c(’red’, ’blue










6 # This is a a code that preforms the welches method on
Linville Gorge
7 # 10/07/15
8 # Author: Tim Ronan
9 #Uses functions in RSEIS
10 # Computes a welch using set welch and welch variance
11 ##########################################
12 ibrary(RSEIS)




16 # Preform welchs method on GH
17 KH=list()
18 U_CI = list()
19 L_CI = list()
20 U_CI_Av = list()
21 L_CI_Av= list()
22 t_dist = vector ()
23 Var_W1 = list()
24 sd_W1 = list()
25 t = list()
26 t_dist=list()
27 rho = list()
28 rho_l1 = vector ()
29 rho_l2 = list()
30 w_V = list()
31
32 # FIlter the data
33
34 for (i in 1: length(GH)){
35 KH[[i]]= FILT.SEISN(GH[[i]], sel = 1: length(GH[[i]]$JSTR),
FILT = list(ON = TRUE , fl = 0.3, fh = 25, type = "BP",





39 ### Compute the set welch function for NH
40 ###############################
41
42 coef = 2048
43 win = 1024*2
44 i2 = 1
45 dt = 0.01
46 #for (i2 in 18: length(KH)){
47
48 inc = min(24, floor(length(KH[[i2]]$JSTR [[6]]/10000)))
49
50 w <- setwelch(KH[[i2]]$JSTR [[1]] , win=win , inc=min(floor(
length(KH[[i2]]$JSTR [[1]])/15000)), coef=coef , wintaper
=0.2)
51 w_V[[1]] = na.omit(w$values) # Pull the modulous values out
of w
52 w = na.omit(w$values)
53 KK <- apply(w, 2, FUN="mean")
54 w <- seq(from=0, to=0.5, length=coef)/(dt)
55 plot(w, KK^2, log=’’, type=’l’ , xlim=c(0, 25), xlab = "
Frequency (Hz)", ylab = "Power (Pa^2)", cex.axis = 2, cex.
lab = 2, lwd = 2)
56
57 mtext("Welch ’s Spectra Band Pass 0.3-25 Hz \n 276 2015", side
= 3, line = 2.5, cex = 2.2)
58 mtext("Microphone I", side = 3, line = 0.9, cex =1.75)
59
60
61 inc = min(24, floor(length(KH[[i2]]$JSTR [[2]]/30)))
62 coef = 2048
63 w2 <- setwelch(KH[[i2]]$JSTR [[2]], win=win , inc=min(floor(
length(KH[[i2]]$JSTR [[2]])/15000)), coef=coef , wintaper
=0.2)
64 w_V[[2]] = na.omit(w2$values) # Pull the modulous values out
of w
65 w2 = na.omit(w2$values)
66 KK2 <- apply(w2 , 2, FUN="mean")
67 w2 <- seq(from=0, to=0.5, length=coef)/(dt)
68 plot(w2 , KK2^2, log=’’, type=’l’ , xlim=c(0, 25), xlab = "
Frequency (Hz)", ylab = "Power (Pa^2)", cex.axis = 2, cex.
lab = 2, lwd=2)
69 mtext("Microphone J", side = 3, line = 1, cex =1.75)
70 coef = 2048
71 w3 <- setwelch(KH[[i2]]$JSTR [[3]], win=win , inc=min(floor(
length(KH[[i2]]$JSTR [[3]])/15000)), coef=coef , wintaper
64
=0.2)
72 w_V[[3]] = na.omit(w3$values) # Pull the modulous values out
of w
73 w3 = na.omit(w3$values)
74 KK3 <- apply(w3 , 2, FUN="mean")
75 w3 <- seq(from=0, to=0.5, length=coef)/(dt)
76 plot(w3 , KK3^2, log=’’, type=’l’ , xlim=c(0, 25), xlab = "
Frequency (Hz)", ylab = "Power (Pa^2)",cex.axis = 2, cex.
lab = 2, lwd=2)
77 mtext("Microphone K", side = 3, line = 1, cex =1.75)
78 bK= length(w_V[[1]])
79
80 # The number of samples in the data set
81 n = dim(w_V[[1]]) [1]
82 deg_free = n-2
83 # I think K is the first periodogram and j adds to that frst
periodogram
84 sp_v = list()
85 ######## CREATE THE WELCH CORRELATION MATRIX
86 # Create a correlation between the column of x and my
one correlation and then sum
87 rho_l1 = vector ()
88 for(i5 in 1: length(w_V)){
89 for(j2 in 1:(bK)){
90 for(j in 1: length(w_V[[i5]][1, ])){
91 rho_l1[j]= cor(w_V[[i5]][, j], w_V[[i5]][, j2])
92 }




97 t_crit = 1.96
98 for(i5 in 1: length(w_V)){
99 rho[[i5]] = rho_l2
100 Cor_Mat = matrix(unlist(rho_l2), nrow = length(w_V[[i5]][1,
]), byrow=FALSE)
101 spec_var= apply( w_V[[i5]], MARGIN =2, FUN = var)






108 sd_W1[[i5]] = sqrt(abs(Var_W1[[i5]]))
109
110
111 # Generate confidence interals
65
112 U_CI[[i5]] = t_crit*sd_W1[[i5]]
113 L_CI[[i5]] = -t_crit*sd_W1[[i5]]
114 }
115 KK_mat=cbind(KK, KK2 , KK3)
116 U_CI_mat = cbind(KK+U_CI[[1]] , KK2+U_CI[[2]] , KK3+U_CI [[3]])
117 L_CI_mat = cbind(KK -U_CI[[1]] , KK2 -U_CI[[2]] , KK3 -U_CI [[3]])
118
119 KK_Av=apply(KK_mat , 1, FUN=’mean’)
120 U_CI_Av = apply(U_CI_mat , 1, FUN=’mean’)
121 L_CI_Av = apply(L_CI_mat , 1, FUN=’mean’)
122 #################################################
123 ### GENERATE THE VARIANCE IN THE WELCH MATRIX
124 ##################################################
125 # Create a correlation between the column of x and my one
correlation and then sum
126
127 KK_Av_Norm = abs(KK_Av)/max((KK_Av+U_CI_Av))
128 KK_dB_m = 20*log10(abs(KK_Av_Norm))
129
130 ######## Find the dB of the variance
131 KK_Av_Norm_U = abs(U_CI_Av)/max((KK_Av+U_CI_Av))
132 KK_dB_m_U = 20*log10(abs(KK_Av_Norm_U)
133
134 KK_Av_Norm_L = L_CI_Av/max((KK_Av+U_CI_Av))
135 KK_dB_m_L = 20*log10(abs(KK_Av_Norm_L))
136 plot(w, KK_dB_m, type=’l’)
137 lines(w, KK_dB_m+U_CI_Av , col=’red’)
138 lines(w, KK_dB_m-U_CI_Av , col=’blue’)
139
140 #### Define custom color palette
141
142 av = 0.4
143 goldenrodl=rgb(red =(255/255), green =(193/255), blue =(37/255),
names = ’goldenrodl ’ , alpha = av, maxColorValue = 1)
144 siennal=rgb(red =(255/255), green =(130/255), blue =(71/255),
names = ’siennal ’ , alpha = av, maxColorValue = 1)
145 darkolivegreenl=rgb(red =(202/255), green =(255/255), blue =(112
/255),names = ’darkolivegreenl ’ , alpha = av,
maxColorValue = 1)
146 lightbluel=rgb(red =(191/255), green =(239/255), blue =(255/255)









154 pdf(file = ’~/Desktop/Lin_Spect.pdf’, width = (980*3/72),
height= (980*3/72))
155 par( mar = c(21, 24, 12, 15), oma = c(0, 0,0,0))
156
157 plot(w, KK_dB_m, type=’l’, lwd = 20, cex.lab = 8,cex.axis =
10, yaxt=’n’, xaxt = ’n’, mgp = c(20, 5, 0), xlab= ’’,
ylab=’’, bty=’n’, xlim = c(0, 25), ylim = c(-30, 0))
158
159 rect(xleft = 2.5, ybottom = -45, xright = 3, ytop = 5, col =
siennal , lwd = 0, border = siennal)
160 rect(xleft = 5, ybottom = -45, xright = 6.5, ytop = 5, col =
goldenrodl , lwd = 0, border = goldenrodl)
161 rect(xleft = 7, ybottom = -45, xright = 8.5, ytop = 5, col =
darkolivegreenl , lwd = 0, border = darkolivegreenl)
162 rect(xleft = 3.5, ybottom = -45, xright = 4.5, ytop = 5, col
= lightbluel , lwd = 0, border = lightbluel)
163
164
165 rect(xleft = w, ybottom = KK_dB_m-U_CI_Av , xright = w, ytop =




168 axis(side = 1, lwd = 10, labels= FALSE , tck = -0.0095)
169 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, labels= TRUE , cex.lab = 12,cex.axis=
12, line=8, tck = -0.0095)
170 axis(side = 2, lwd = 10, labels= FALSE , tck = -0.0095)
171 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, labels= TRUE , cex.lab = 12,cex.axis=
12, line =1.5, tck = -0.0095)
172
173 mtext(’Power (dB)’, side = 2, line = 14, cex = 12)
174 mtext(’Frequency (Hz)’, side = 1, line = 17, cex = 12)
175 lines(w, KK_dB_m, type=’l’, lwd = 20)
176
177
178 legend(’topright ’, legend = c(’PSD’, ’Variance ’, "2.5-3 Hz
Band", "3.5 -4.5 Hz Band", "5-6.5 Hz Band", "7-8.5 Hz Band"
), lwd = c( 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20), lty =c(1,1, 1, 1, 1,
1) , col = c(’black ’, ’grey75 ’, siennal , ’lightblue1 ’,
goldenrodl ,’darkolivegreen1 ’), ncol = 2, bg = "white", box













7 ## This is the script generates all of the cross spectral
coherence plot for wave 3.
8 # Uses Waves_TimeSeries.R to generate the Wave3_Seisn.RData
Filtes
9 # Uses Welch_Stack_Infrasound.R to generate InfrasoundWelch.
RData , Freq_Axis.RData
10 # Note: Freq_Axis.RData is not that useful and can easily be
regenerated for any data set.
11 # Follow fa , freq , f command calls in codes .)
12 # Uses functions:
13 # cohere.R






20 # Create the matrix to search through
21 dt = 1/200
22 dx = 1
23 dy = 1
24 x = seq(from=-84, to=84, by=dx)
25 y = seq(from=-84, to=84, by=dy)
26 MXY = meshgrid(x, y)
27 nx = length(x)
28 ny = length(y)
29 plot(MXY$x, MXY$y, type=’n’, asp=1 )
30 rect(MXY$x-dx/2, MXY$y-dy/2, MXY$x+dx/2, MXY$y+dy/2, col=rgb
(1,.7,.7) )
31
32 # Add my stations and source location to jonathan ’s engines
33
34 AD8I_X = 561718.39
35 AD8I_Y = 4830569.14
36
37 xrt = c(AD8I_X, 561716.47 , 561719.70 ,561775.24 , 561772.87 ,
561777.98)




40 x.sta = xrt -AD8I_X
41 y.sta = yrt -AD8I_Y
42 # Produce locations for micrphones
43
44
45 plot(MXY$x, MXY$y, type=’n’, asp=1 )
46
47 rect(MXY$x-dx/2, MXY$y-dy/2, MXY$x+dx/2, MXY$y+dy/2, col=rgb
(1,.7,.7) )
48 ## points(MXY$x, MXY$y)
49
50 points(x.sta , y.sta , pch =6)
51 text(x.sta , y.sta , 1:6)
52




55 wave3 = wave3 # change the number of the desirable wave to
be equal to wave 3. remember waves are number
chronologically
56
57 # Preform welchs method on GH
58 fl = 1 #wave 3
59 fh= 16#Wave 3
60 # Ri
61 #fl = 1
62 #fh =30
63 KH=list()
64 FILT = list(ON = TRUE , fl = fl , fh =fh , type = "HP",proto =
"BU", npoles =2 )
65 # deman detrend and filter the data set
66 for (i in 20:27){
67 wave3[[i]] = wave3[[i]]-mean(wave3 [[i]])
68 wave3[[i]] = detrend(wave3[[i]])
69 TAPER = 0.1
70 POSTTAPER = 0.1
71 deltat = 1/200
72 FD = list()
73 FD1 = list()
74 # FIlter the data
75 sel = 1: length( wave3[[i]])
76 hy = wave3 [[i]]
77 nny = is.na(hy)
78 ry = hy[!nny]
79 if (!is.null(TAPER)) {
80 ry = applytaper(ry, p = TAPER)
69
81 }
82 fy = butfilt(ry, fl = fl, fh = fh , deltat = deltat , type =
FILT$type , proto = FILT$proto , npoles = FILT$npoles)
83 if (!is.null(POSTTAPER)) {
84 fy = applytaper(fy, p = POSTTAPER)
85 FD = fy




90 fnyq = (0:( length(KH [[22]]) -1))*((1/(deltat*2))/length(KH
[[22]]))
91
92 # Manly derived samples to find the best semblance results.
93
94 sss = 60000# THESE GIVE A DECENT RESLUT





















110 # This section is used to normalize all of the waves
111 #and make all of the wave stacks and turn them into dB down
112 ###################################################
113 I_max = max(Infra_Welch [[5]])
114 I_Norm_m=list()
115 I_Norm_m_l1=list()
116 I_dB = list()
117 I_dB_m = list()
118 I_dB_m_l1 = list()
119 I_dB_sd_m = list()
70
120 I_dB_sd_m_l1 = list()
121 for(j in 1:4){
122 for(k2 in 1:2){
123 for(k3 in 1:3){
124 I_Norm_m_l1[[k3]] = Infra_Welch [[j]][[k2]][[
k3]]/I_max
125 I_dB_m_l1[[k3]] = 20*log10(I_Norm_m_l1[[k3
]])
126 }
127 I_Norm_m[[k2]] = I_Norm_m_l1
128 I_dB_m[[k2]] = I_dB_m_l1
129 }
130 I_Norm_m[[j]] = I_Norm_m
131 I_dB[[j]]=I_dB_m
132 }
133 # The dissparty has to deal with the frequency axis
134
135 # Generates the average spectra across all instruments and
microphones
136 I_Stack_W1 = (I_dB [[1]][[1]][[2]]+I_dB [[1]][[1]][[3]]+I_dB
[[1]][[2]][[1]]+I_dB [[1]][[2]][[2]]+I_dB [[1]][[2]][[3]])/5
137 I_Stack_W2 = (I_dB [[2]][[1]][[2]]+I_dB [[2]][[1]][[3]]+I_dB
[[2]][[2]][[1]]+I_dB [[2]][[2]][[2]]+I_dB [[2]][[2]][[3]])/5
138 I_Stack_W3 = (I_dB [[3]][[1]][[2]]+I_dB [[3]][[1]][[3]]+I_dB
[[3]][[2]][[1]]+I_dB [[3]][[2]][[2]]+I_dB [[3]][[2]][[3]])/5




142 #M26 = [[2]][[1]][[2]] , M27 = I_dB [[2]][[1]][[3]] , M22 =
[[2]][[2]][[1]] , ect.
143 # Generates the average spectra for waves 23 and 26
144 W3_2326 = (I_dB [[3]][[1]][[2]]+I_dB [[3]][[2]][[2]])/2
145 W3_2627 = (I_dB [[3]][[1]][[2]]+I_dB [[3]][[1]][[3]])/2
146 W3_2223 = (I_dB [[3]][[2]][[1]]+I_dB [[3]][[2]][[2]])/2
147 W3_2224 = (I_dB [[3]][[2]][[1]]+I_dB [[3]][[2]][[3]])/2
148 W3_2324 = (I_dB [[3]][[2]][[2]]+I_dB [[3]][[2]][[3]])/2
149
150 W2_2324 = (I_dB [[2]][[2]][[2]]+I_dB [[2]][[2]][[3]])/2
151 W1_2324 = (I_dB [[1]][[2]][[2]]+I_dB [[1]][[2]][[3]])/2
152








160 H1 = cohere(KH[[22]] ,KH[[23]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
161 H2 = cohere(KH[[22]] ,KH[[24]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
162 H3 = cohere(KH[[22]] ,KH[[25]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
163 H4 = cohere(KH[[22]] ,KH[[26]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
164 H5 = cohere(KH[[22]] ,KH[[27]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
165 H6 = cohere(KH[[23]] ,KH[[24]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
166 H7 = cohere(KH[[23]] ,KH[[25]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
167 H8 = cohere(KH[[23]] ,KH[[26]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
168 H9 = cohere(KH[[23]] ,KH[[27]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
169 H10 = cohere(KH[[24]] ,KH[[25]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
170 H11 = cohere(KH[[24]] ,KH[[26]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
171 H12 = cohere(KH[[24]] ,KH[[27]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
172 H13 = cohere(KH[[25]] ,KH[[26]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)
173 H14 = cohere(KH[[25]] ,KH[[27]] , DT=1/200, frange=c(0.01 ,50),
PLOT =1)




177 dt = 1/200
178 klen = length(H1$cohere)
179 numfreqs = klen
180 nyquist = 0.5/dt
181 df = 2 * nyquist/klen
182 freq = df * seq(0, numfreqs - 1)
183 coef = length(H1$cohere)
184 freq=seq(from=0, to=0.5, length=coef)/(dt)
185
186
187 # Generate an average coherence and average frequency content





190 dt = 1/200
191 klen = length(H_Av)
192 numfreqs = klen
193 nyquist = 0.5/dt
194 df = 2 * nyquist/klen
195 freq = df * seq(0, numfreqs - 1)
196 coef = length(H1$cohere)









205 bin = seq(from = 0, to = max(freq), by = 1)
206 c=1
207 f_bin = list()
208 amp_bin = list()
209 f_ax = list()
210 #f_ind = vector () # This creates an index of all of the
points contained within one bin
211 for(i in 2: length(bin)){
212 c2 = 0
213 f_ind = vector ()
214 for(i2 in 1: length(freq)){
215 if(bin[i-1]<freq[i2] & bin[i]>freq[i2]){
216 c2=c2+1




221 f_bin[[c]] = f_ind
222 f_ax[[c]] =freq[f_ind]




227 mean_coher = unlist(lapply(amp_bin , mean))
228 mean_f= unlist(lapply(f_ax , mean))




233 plot(freq , H_Av ,pch = ’.’, xlim = c(0, 40), ylim = c(0, 1))
73
234 par(new=TRUE)
235 plot( mean_f, mean_coher , type=’l’, col=’green’, lwd = 5,
xlim = c(0, 40), ylim = c(0, 1))
236 par(new=TRUE)
237 plot(fa , I_Stack_W2 , type =’l’, col=’red’,xlab = ’’, yaxt = ’
n’,ylab = ’’, lwd = 6, xlim = c(0, 40))
238
239
240 sps = 200






247 ### Custom Colors
248 av = 0.02
249 chocolite=rgb(red =(255/255), green =(127/255), blue =(36/255),
names = ’chocolite ’ , alpha = av, maxColorValue = 1)
250
251 col2rgb(’deepskyblue1 ’)
252 deepskybluelt=rgb(red=(0/255), green =(191/255), blue =(255/
255),names = ’deepskybluelt ’ , alpha = av , maxColorValue
= 1)
253
254 #plot( H1$phase , pch = ’.’)
255 cextext =8
256 #jpeg(filename = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/coherence_wave41_AV
.jpg ’, width = 980*3, height= 980*3)
257 #setEPS ()
258 pdf(file = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/coherence_wave2_AV.pdf’,
width = (980*3/72), height= (980*3/72))
259 par(mar = c(19.5 , 19, 14, 20.5))
260 plot(freq , H_Av ,pch = ’.’, xlab = ’’, ylab = ’’, xlim = c(1,
40), ylim = c(0.3, 0.8), cex = 10, cex.lab = 8,cex.axis =
10,
261 yaxt=’n’, xaxt=’n’, mgp = c(20, 5, 0), , bty = ’n’, col = ’
grey75 ’)
262 rect(xleft = 10, ybottom = 0, xright = 15, ytop = 5, col =
chocolite , lwd = 20, border = chocolite , density = 100)
263 points(freq , H_Av ,pch = ’.’, cex = 10, col = ’grey75 ’)
264 text (1.5, 0.31, labels =’D’, cex =20)
265 axis(side = 2, lwd = 10, line = 0, cex.axis= 10, tck =
-0.0095, labels =FALSE)
266 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, cex.axis= 10, labels =TRUE , line




269 plot( mean_f, mean_coher , type=’l’, col=’deepskyblue1 ’,
xlim = c(1, 40), bty = ’n’, yaxt=’n’, xaxt=’n’, ylim = c
(0.3, 0.8), lwd = 24, xlab = ’’, ylab = ’’)
270 lines( mean_f, mean_coher+sd_coher , type=’l’, col=’grey50 ’,
xlim = c(1, 40), bty = ’n’, yaxt=’n’, xaxt=’n’, ylim = c
(0.3, 0.8), lwd = 20, xlab = ’’, ylab = ’’, lty= 2)
271 lines( mean_f, mean_coher -sd_coher , type=’l’, col=’grey50 ’,
xlim = c(1, 40), bty = ’n’, yaxt=’n’, xaxt=’n’, ylim = c





276 plot(fa , I_Stack_W3 , type =’l’, col=’red’, lwd=24,xlim = c(1,
40), ylim = c(-65, -44), xlab = ’’, ylab = ’’, cex.lab =
8,cex.axis = 8, yaxt=’n’, xaxt=’n’,bty = ’n’)
277 axis(side = 1, lwd = 10, cex.axis=10, xlim =c(-20, 60),
labels =FALSE , line=0, tck = -0.0095)
278 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, cex.axis= 10, xlim = c(-20, 60),
labels =TRUE , line =6, tck = -0.0095)
279
280
281 axis(side = 4, lwd = 10, line = 1, cex.axis= 10, labels =
FALSE , col = ’red’, tck = -0.0095)
282 axis(side = 4, line = 7.5, cex.axis= 10, cex.lab = 10, cex
=5, lwd = 0, labels =TRUE , col =’red’, tck = -0.0095)
283
284 #abline(v = 10, col=’chocolate1 ’, lty=3, lwd = 22)
285 #abline(v = 15, col=’chocolate1 ’, lty=3, lwd= 22)
286 text(x = 9, y = -64, label = ’10 Hz’, srt = 90, cex = cextext
+2, col = ’chocolate1 ’)
287 text(x = 14, y = -64, label = ’15 Hz’, srt = 90, cex =
cextext+2, col = ’chocolate1 ’)
288
289 mtext(’Power (dB Pa)’, side = 4, line = 17, cex = 12, cex.lab
= 8)
290 mtext(’Coherence ’, side = 2, line = 10, cex = 14, cex.lab =
8)
291 mtext(’Frequency (Hz)’, side = 1, line = 15.5, cex = 12, cex.
lab = 8)
292 #mtext(’Averaged Coherence and PSD ’, cex = 10, side=3, line
= 6, font = 2)
293 #mtext(’Wave 1: Froude Number: 1.43’, side = 3, line = 1, cex
= 5 )
294 legend(’topright ’, c(’Coherence ’, ’Bin Averaged Coherence ’, ’
SD Bin Coherence ’, ’PSD’), col = c(’grey75 ’, ’
75
deepskyblue1 ’, ’grey50 ’, ’red’), lty = c(NA , 1, 2, 1), lwd
= c(NA , 10, 10, 10), pch = c(20, NA, NA, NA), cex =
cextext -1.1, box.lwd = 0,box.col = "white",bg = "white")
295 dev.off()
296 ###################






6 ### Semblance Code for BigFalls
7 ## Uses .RDATA files for mapping overlay lines. Generated on
the
8 ## Uses .RDATA files for sythetic waveforms. Generated in the
Sythetic_Waves_Semblance.R
9 ##
10 # Uses the Functions
11 # HOZscale1.R
12 # cohere.R
13 # Uses readOGR () to convert mapping lins from arcGIS to R.
This is extrmely useful
14 # Author: TIm Ronan
15 ############################
16
17 # This is an R document which is used to create a sy grid
search for a natural waves then do a similar grid search
on a syntheitc meant to mimick the waves lastly
18 # The sctript compares to the two grid searches through the
use of cluster analysis
19
20 ######################################################















31 # Create the matrix to search through
32 # Load .RData files into the code Keep my loop fast
33 ############################################
34 ## This Portion of the script is used for mapping the
microphone orientation ,
35 ## and also for placing the source of the synthetic waves
36 #####################################################
37
38 # THe GEMS Bigfalls data is loading into R in the pattern of
hour chunks in which micrphone 004, 005 (if its there),
007, 013, 017, 018, 019, 021
39 #
40 load(’/Users/timronan/Desktop/Boise_Summer/Bigfalls/data/
BigFalls_Gems/Hour7.RData ’, verbose = TRUE)
41
42 dt = 1/100
43 dx = 1
44 dy = 1
45 vf = 335 # The Velocity field which is to be used in the for
loop Caulcuated for the high temp of the day
46
47 #wave number
48 x = seq(from=-50, to=50, by=dx)
49 y = seq(from=-50, to=50, by=dy)
50
51 MXY = meshgrid(x, y)
52 nx = length(x)
53 ny = length(y)
54
55 plot(MXY$x, MXY$y, type=’n’, asp=1 )




59 # Add my stations and source location to jonathans engines
60 # This is the location of the datum which is microphone
location ad8i
61 # ROAD side locations GEMS
62 G004_X = 5475758.061
63 G004_Y = -12882191.548
64 G005_X = 5475743.355
65 G005_Y = -12882197.116
66 G007_X = 5475753.635
67 G007_Y = -12882231.811
68 G018_X = 5475759.346
69 G018_Y = -12882221.816
70 G019_X = 5475757.49
77
71 G019_Y = -12882205.825
72
73 # ROAD side locations InfraBSU
74 I_AD8_X = 5475744.498
75 I_AD8_Y = -12882233.096
76 J_AD8_X = 5475749.495
77 J_AD8_Y = -12882211.679
78 K_AD8_X = 5475765.486
79 K_AD8_Y = -12882241.805
80
81 # ROAD SIDE Seimsometer BSM3
82 BFS_X = 5475754.92
83 BFS_Y = -12882229.526
84
85 # Kayak Side GEMS Check 017 and 021 upstairs
86 G013_X = 5475714.728
87 G013_Y = -12882251.79 # First calc
88 G017_X = 5475708.5377
89 G017_Y = -12882237.997
90 G021_X = 5475730.127
91 G021_Y = -12882267.127 # First calc
92 # Kayak side seismometer
93 BSM3_X = 5475712.461
94 BSM3_Y = -12882253.139
95
96 # This is the
97 #xrt = c(G004_X, G005_X, G007_X, G018_X, G019_X)
98 #yrt=c(G004_Y, G005_Y, G007_Y, G018_Y, G019_Y)
99
100 # Produce locations for micrphones
101 xrt = c(G004_X, G019_X, G007_X,G013_X, G017_X)#, G021_X)
102 yrt=c(G004_Y, G019_Y, G007_Y,G013_Y, G017_Y)#, G021_Y)
103 #xname = c(’G004_X’, ’G005_X’, ’G007_X’, ’G018_X’, ’G019_X’,
’G013_X’, ’G017_X’, ’G021_X’)
104 #yname = c(’G004_Y’, ’G005_Y’, ’G007_Y’, ’G018_Y’, ’G019_Y’,
’G013_Y’, ’G017_Y’)#, G021_X)
105
106 x.sta =xrt -G007_X
107 y.sta = yrt -G007_Y
108 ########
109 ####
110 ## Generate locations of the source used in the synthetic
111 ####
112
113 #x.source = c(8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18)
114 #y.source = c(-11, -11, -11, -11, -11, -11)
115 xname = c(’G004’, ’G019’, ’G007’, ’G013’, ’G017’)
78
116 #### Create a ploting window of the basic map used in the
semblance grid search
117 plot(MXY$x, MXY$y, type=’n’, asp=1 )
118
119 rect(MXY$x-dx/2, MXY$y-dy/2, MXY$x+dx/2, MXY$y+dy/2, col=rgb
(1,.7,.7) )
120 ## points(MXY$x, MXY$y)
121 plot(x.sta , y.sta , pch =6)
122 text(x.sta , y.sta ,xname)
123 arrows(x0=-35, y0=20, x1=-28, y1 = 10, lwd = 5)
124 ############################################
125 ## Run a semblance Grid Search on the actual data set
126 #############################################
127 # Pull the wave out of the data set in order
128 # The Bandpass Filter between 2-8 Hz and 60000 to 102100
samples works on bigfalls
129 # The Bandpass Filter between 3.5 -4.5 Hz and 60000 to 102100
samples works on bigfalls
130 # The Bandpass Filter between 1 -2.75 Hz and 60000 to 102100
samples does not work on bigfalls , resolution is too low
131 # The Bandpass Filter between 6-12 Hz works and 60000 to
102100 samples does not work on bigfalls , resolution is
too low
132 # CONSISTANT LOCATION OF GENERATORS SUGGEST A RESONATER
133 # Day 18 Hour 4 is when I get the microphones on the ither
side of the river online
134
135 fl = 8.5# Low pass Filter
136 fh= 11.5# High Pass Filter
137 KH=list()
138 wave3 = list()
139 for(l in 1: length(NH$D)){




144 FILT = list(ON = TRUE , fl = fl , fh =fh , type = "BP",proto =
"BU", npoles =2 )
145 # deman detrend and filter the data set
146 #for (i in 21:27){
147
148 wave3[[l]] = na.omit(NH$D[[l]]$JSTR [[1]]) -mean(NH$D[[l]]$JSTR
[[1]] , na.rm = TRUE)
149 wave3[[l]] = detrend(wave3[[l]])
150 TAPER = 0.0
151 POSTTAPER = 0.0
152 deltat = 1/100
79
153 FD = list()
154 FD1 = list()
155 # FIlter the data
156 sel = 1: length( wave3[[l]])
157 hy = wave3 [[l]]
158 nny = is.na(hy)
159 ry = hy[!nny]
160 if (!is.null(TAPER)) {
161 ry = applytaper(ry, p = TAPER)
162 }
163 fy = butfilt(ry, fl = fl, fh = fh , deltat = deltat , type =
FILT$type , proto = FILT$proto , npoles = FILT$npoles)
164 if (!is.null(POSTTAPER)) {
165 fy = applytaper(fy, p = POSTTAPER)
166 FD = fy
167 KH[[l]] = FD
168 }
169 }
170 # Provide ranges of smaples in which to filter the data
171 sss= 54000
172 es = 254000
173
174 nsta = 5
175
176 ## Zig is a matrix that contains teh data traces , Each row is
a trace
177 nsamps = (es+1)-sss
178 ZIG = matrix(nrow=nsamps , ncol=nsta )
179 # THESE TRACES ARE IN COUNTS CONVERT TO PA BASED on THEIR
SENSITVITIES
180 # rr is the resitor ratio which was likely left out when the
data set was being built
181 rr =1.454546
182 ts4 = KH [[1]][ sss:es]*0.01513
183 ts19 = KH [[4]][ sss:es]*0.004871
184 ts7 = KH [[5]][ sss:es]*0.01513
185 ts13 = KH [[6]][ sss:es]*0.004871*rr
186 ts17 = KH [[7]][ sss:es]*0.004871*rr
187 t = seq(from=sss/200, to = es/200, length= length(ts17 ))
188 ZIG=cbind(ts4 , ts19 , ts7 , ts13 , ts17)
189 tts = 10
190 ttes = tts +1000
191 # Generate a timing index
192 ti = seq(from = 0, to = (length(ts4) -1)/100, by = 1/100)
193 xtxtloc =3
194 cextext =12
195 # Make a better plot of all of the ts data compared.
80
196 setEPS ()
197 postscript(file = ’~/Desktop/BFTS_Notitle.eps’, width = (980*
3/72), height= (980*3/72))
198 par( mar = c(21, 20, 12, 15), oma = c(0, 0,0,0))
199 plot(ti[tts:ttes], ts4[tts:ttes]+1, col = ’black’, type = ’l’
, ylim = c(-3.4, 1.4), lwd = 20, cex.lab = 8,cex.axis =
10, yaxt=’n’, xaxt = ’n’, mgp = c(20, 5, 0), xlab= ’’,
ylab=’’, bty=’n’, xlim = c(-0.25, 10))
200 box(lwd =10)
201 axis(side = 1, lwd = 10, labels= FALSE)
202 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, labels= TRUE , cex.lab = 12,cex.axis=
12, line =8)
203
204 mtext(’Pascals (Pa)’, side = 2, line = 6.5, cex = 12)
205 mtext(’Time (s)’, side = 1, line = 17, cex = 12)
206
207 #mtext(’BF Time Series from Array of Gems ’, cex = 10, side=3,
line = 2, font = 2)
208 #mtext(’BP 1.5 - 9 Hz ’, cex = 6.5, side=3, line =-3, font =
2)
209
210 lines(ti[tts:ttes], ts19[tts:ttes], col = ’ black ’, lwd = 20)
211 lines(ti[tts:ttes], ts7[tts:ttes]-1, col = ’black ’, lwd = 20)
212 lines(ti[tts:ttes], ts13[tts:ttes]-2, col = ’black ’, lwd =
20)
213 lines(ti[tts:ttes], ts17[tts:ttes]-3, col = ’black ’, lwd =
20)
214
215 text(x=xtxtloc , y=1.4, label = paste(’BF004’), col = ’black’,
cex=cextext )
216 text(x=xtxtloc , y=0.5, label = paste(’BF019’), col = ’black’,
cex=cextext )
217 text(x=xtxtloc , y=-0.5, label = paste(’BF007’), col = ’black’
, cex=cextext)
218 text(x=xtxtloc , y=-1.6, label = paste(’BF013’), col = ’black’
, cex=cextext)
219 text(x=xtxtloc , y=-2.5, label = paste(’BF017’), col = ’black’
, cex=cextext)
220
221 # Draw the vertical scale bars
222 text(y = (max(ts7[tts:ttes]) -0.8), x=-0.3, label = round(max(
ts7[tts:ttes]),digits =1)+0.1, cex = 12, srt = 90) #,
digits =1
223 text(y =(min(ts7[tts:ttes]) -1.25), x= -0.3, label =round(min(
ts7[tts:ttes]),digits =1), cex=12, srt = 90)
224 lines(x = c(0, 0), y=c((min(ts7[tts:ttes]) -1), (max(ts7[tts:
ttes]) -1)), lwd= 15, lty = 3)
81
225 dev.off()
226 ################## SEMBLANCE semblance calculations
227 acc.vel = vf
228 dxy = dim(MXY$x)
229 i = 1
230 ttimes = array(dim=c(dxy[1], dxy[2], nsta ) )
231 for(i in 1:nsta )
232 {
233 dmat = sqrt( (MXY$x-x.sta[i])^2 + (MXY$y-y.sta[i])^2 )
234 tmat = dmat/acc.vel






241 # Thit is the actual brain of th equation
242 BB = matrix(ncol=nx, nrow=ny)
243 for(i in 1: length(x)){
244 for(j in 1: length(y))
245 {
246 dpoint = sqrt( (x[i]-x.sta)^2 + (y[j]-y.sta)^2
)
247 tpoint = dpoint/acc.vel
248 IP = floor(tpoint/dt)
249 ## nsamps -IP
250
251 w1 = which.max(IP)
252
253 w2 = nsamps - ( IP[w1]-IP )
254 nw = (w2 -IP)[1]
255 ## hig = matrix(ncol=nsta , nrow=hig)
256
257 if(any(IP >nsamps | IP <1 )) { BB[i,j] = NA ; next
}
258 if(any(w2 >nsamps | w2 <1 )) { BB[i,j] = NA ; next
}
259 k = 1
260 vex = ZIG[IP[k]:w2[k], k
261 for(k in 2:nsta)
262 {
263 vex = vex+ZIG[IP[k]:w2[k], k]
264 }
265 ss = sqrt( mean(vex ^2) )





270 nrow = length(BB[, 1])
271 ncol= length(BB[1, ])
272 wl = 0.8
273
274 ##### THIS MASK OUT EVERYTHING WITH A NORMALIZED COHERENCE in
the None synthetic plot
275 BB_RD_N = (BB-min(BB, na.rm=TRUE))/(max(BB , na.rm=TRUE)-min(
BB , na.rm=TRUE)) # This normalizee this image
276 BB_RD_dp = BB_RD_N # This generates the soon to be damped
image
277 # Gernate a plot to dampen image
278 dp = which(BB_RD_N<wl)




282 ################ Plot the Semblance Results
283 ################################
284
285 pdf(’~/Desktop/SEBGF85115.pdf’, width = (980*3/72), height=
(980*3/72))
286 par(mar = c(22, 21, 15, 5))
287
288 image(x, y, BB_RD_dp , bty= ’n’,asp=1, col = gray.colors
(100, start = 0.75, end = 0.15) , bty = ’n’, cex.lab = 8,
cex = 5, cex.axis= 8, cex.main = 8, xaxt = ’n’, yaxt = ’
n’, ylab = ’’, xlab = ’’, xlim=rev(range(x)))
289 contour(x, y, BB_RD_dp , nlevels=3, add=TRUE , lwd = 12, col=
’grey90 ’, labels =TRUE)
290 points(x.sta , y.sta , pch=4, cex = 15, lwd = 8)
291 text(x.sta [1:3]+5 , y.sta [1:3]+4.5 , labels = c(’BF004’, ’BF019
’, ’BF007’), cex =9)
292 text(x.sta [4:5]+7 , y.sta [4:5] -4.5 , labels = c( ’BF013’, ’
BF017’), cex=9)
293 #mtext(side =3, ’1X1 Meter Pixels , BP: FL:3, FH:9’, cex= 2,
line = -0.1)
294 Arrows(x0=-45, y0=38, x1=-33, y1 = 25, lwd = 35, arr.width =
1, arr.length = -1,code=2, arr.type = "triangle" )
295 text(-40, 36,"Flow", srt=45, cex =7)
296 text(-41, 30, "Direction", srt=45, cex =7)
297
298 Arrows(x0=48, y0=40+3.5 , x1=50.5, y1 = 43+3.5 , lwd = 15, arr.
width = 1, arr.length = -1,code=2, arr.type = "triangle"
)
299 text (46.9, 38+4.4 ,"N", srt=45, cex =7)
300
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301 text(-48, -44,"A", cex =20)
302
303 #Arrows(x0=-38, y0=38, x1=-31, y1 = 28, lwd = 35, arr.width =
1, arr.length = 1)
304
305 # Add the contours to the plot
306 contour(x, y, BB_RD_dp , nlevels=3, add=TRUE , lwd = 12, col=
’grey90 ’, labels =TRUE)
307
308 text(x = 8, y = -55, labels = ’Flow Direction ’)
309 axis(side = 1, lwd = 10, cex.axis= 9, xlim = c(-20, 60),
labels =FALSE , line =0, tck = -0.0095, xlim=rev(range(x)))
310 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, cex.axis= 9, xlim = c(-20, 60), line




313 axis(side = 2, lwd = 10, line = 0, cex.axis= 9, tck =
-0.0095, labels =FALSE)
314 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, cex.axis= 9, xlim = c(-20, 60),
labels =TRUE , line = 1.75, tck = -0.0095)
315
316 mtext(’Distance (m)’, side = 1, line = 17, cex = 10, cex.lab
= 10)
317 mtext(’Distance (m)’, side = 2, line = 10, cex = 10, cex.lab
= 10)




321 # This is a documnt used for reading shapefiles into R
322 library(rgdal)
323
324 # Set the path to the shape files
325 base = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/BF_RiverLines ’
326 ogrInfo(base , "BF_RiverLines")
327 rl= readOGR(base , "BF_RiverLines")
328 # Pull out the coordinates for the river lines
329
330 RC = coordinates(rl)
331 r_kx = RC [[2]][[1]][ , 2] # The x coordinates for the kayak
riverside




335 r_rx = RC [[1]][[1]][ , 2] # The x coordinates for the road
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riverside







340 lines((r_kx -G007_X), (r_ky -G007_Y), lwd= 20)
341 lines((r_rx -G007_X), (r_ry -G007_Y), lwd= 20)
342
343
344 # Add the holes into the river profile
345 # Set the path to the shape files
346 base = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/BF_RiverLines ’
347 ogrInfo(base , "Hole1")
348 H1= readOGR(base , "Hole1")
349 # Pull out the coordinates for the river lines
350 Hole1 = coordinates(H1)
351 H1_x = Hole1 [[1]][[1]][ , 2] # The x coordinates for the
kayak riverside
352 H1_y = Hole1 [[1]][[1]][ , 1] # The x coordinates for the kayak
riverside
353 lines((H1_x[length(H1_x):1]-G007_X), (H1_y[length(H1_x):1]-
G007_Y), lwd = 20, col = ’black’, lty = 2)
354
355 # Add the holes into the river profile
356 # Set the path to the shape files
357 base = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/BF_RiverLines ’
358 ogrInfo(base , "Hole2")
359 H2= readOGR(base , "Hole2")
360 # Pull out the coordinates for the river lines
361 Hole2 = coordinates(H2)
362 H2_x = Hole2 [[1]][[1]][ , 2] # The x coordinates for the
kayak riverside
363 H2_y = Hole2 [[1]][[1]][ , 1] # The x coordinates for the kayak
riverside
364 lines((H2_x-G007_X), (H2_y-G007_Y), lwd= 20, col = ’black ’,
lty = 2)
365
366 # Add the holes into the river profile
367 # Set the path to the shape files
368 base = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/BF_RiverLines ’
369 ogrInfo(base , "Hole3")
370 H3= readOGR(base , "Hole3")
371 # Pull out the coordinates for the river lines
372 Hole3 = coordinates(H3)
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373 H3_x = Hole3 [[1]][[1]][ , 2] # The x coordinates for the
kayak riverside
374 H3_y = Hole3 [[1]][[1]][ , 1] # The x coordinates for the kayak
riverside
375 lines((H3_x-G007_X), (H3_y-G007_Y), lwd= 20, col = ’black ’,
lty=2)
376
377 # Add the holes into the river profile
378 # Set the path to the shape files
379 base = ’/Users/timronan/Desktop/BF_RiverLines ’
380 ogrInfo(base , "Hole4")
381 H4= readOGR(base , "Hole4")
382 # Pull out the coordinates for the river lines
383 Hole4 = coordinates(H4)
384 H4_x = Hole4 [[1]][[1]][ , 2] # The x coordinates for the
kayak riverside
385 H4_y = Hole4 [[1]][[1]][ , 1] # The x coordinates for the kayak
riverside
386 lines((H4_x-G007_X), (H4_y-G007_Y), lwd= 20, col = ’black ’,
lty = 2)
387 HOZscale(c(wl, 1), SIDE=3, units=’Semblance ’, col = gray.
colors (100, start = 0.75, end = 0.15) , s1=0.2, s2 = 0.7,
ts =9) # NOTE THAT HOZSCALE is manulaly changed right now
this should be changed in the future
388
389 legend(’bottomright ’, legend = c(’Microphone ’, ’River\’s Edge
’, ’Hydraulic Feature ’), lty = c(NA , 1, 2), pch =c(4, NA ,
NA), lwd = c(7, 7, 7), cex= 7, col=c(’black’, ’black’, ’
black’),box.lwd = 0,box.col = "white",bg = "white ")
390 box(lwd = 10)
391 #text(x.sta , y.sta , c(’BF004 ’, ’BF019 ’, ’BF007 ’, ’BF013 ’, ’




3 ### This is a function that Pulls out the start time and end time
of each ave depending on start time of the seismometers
4 ### Inputs: base=path
5 # sth , stm , sts , = start time in hours minutres seconds
6 # Same as the wave times function but does not have a name
associated with wave times.
7 # Author: Tim Ronan
8 # 6/2016
9 ###########################
10 Wavetimes = function(base , sth , stm , sts , eth , etm , ets){
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11 # This function inputs the start time and end time in
UTM and returns in sample
12 h2s = 3600
13 m2s = 60
14 time = list()
15 d = source(base)
16 dt = NH$info$dt[1]
17 st = NH$info$hr[1]*h2s+NH$info$mi[1]*m2s+NH$info$sec [1]
18 time$start =(( sth*h2s+stm*m2s+sts)-st)*(1/dt)





3 ### Calculates the cross spectral coherence between two trace
4 ### Inputs: base=path
5 # y1 , y2= Traces
6 # DT= 1/sps
7 # frange=Freqeuncy Rnage
8 # Author: Jonathan Lees
9 # Date =?????
10 ###########################
11 ‘cohere ‘ <-function(y1 ,y2 , DT=0.008 , frange=c(0,20), PLOT=0 )
12 {
13 if(missing(DT)) { DT=1 }
14 if(missing(PLOT)) { PLOT=FALSE }
15 if(missing(frange)) { frange=c(0,20) }
16 n1 = length(y1)
17 n2 = length(y2)
18 n = max(c(n1,n2))
19 k1 = next2(length(y1))
20 k2 = next2(length(y2))
21 KLEN = max(c(k1, k2))
22 ts1 = c(y1 -mean(y1), rep(0,n-n1))
23 ts2 = c(y2 -mean(y2), rep(0,n-n2))
24 MTS1 = mtapspec(y1 , DT , klen=KLEN , MTP=list(kind=2,nwin
=5, npi=3,inorm =0) )
25 MTS2 = mtapspec(y2 , DT , klen=KLEN , MTP=list(kind=2,nwin
=5, npi=3,inorm =0) )
26 AA = MTS1$Rspec * MTS1$Rspec + MTS1$Ispec * MTS1$Ispec
27 BB = MTS2$Rspec * MTS2$Rspec + MTS2$Ispec * MTS2$Ispec
28 ABr = MTS1$Rspec * MTS2$Rspec + MTS1$Ispec * MTS2$I# spechis
coherence estamator is the
29 ABi = MTS1$Rspec * MTS2$Ispec - MTS1$Ispec * MTS2$Rspec # T
30 aa = apply(AA, 1, sum)
31 bb = apply(BB, 1, sum)
32 abre = apply(ABr , 1, sum)
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33 abim = apply(ABi , 1, sum)
34 phase = atan2(abim ,abre)
35 abre = abre / (sqrt(aa) * sqrt(bb));
36 abim = abim / (sqrt(aa) * sqrt(bb));
37 cohere = sqrt((abre)^2 + (abim)^2);
38 if(PLOT ==1) matplot(cbind(y1 ,y2), type=’l’, lty =1)
39 nphase = LocalUnwrap(phase)




3 ### Calculates the cross spectral coherence between two trace
4 ### Inputs: base=path
5 # col=color palette
6 # s= sd
7 # frange=Freqeuncy Rnage
8 # Author: Jonathan Lees
9 # Date =?????
10 ###########################
11 HOZscale = function (z, col , units = "", SIDE = 1, s1 = 0.4, s2 =
0.95, ts = 4 )
12 {
13 if (missing(units)) {
14 units = ""
15 }
16 if (missing(SIDE)) {
17 SIDE = 1
18 }
19 if (missing(s1)) {
20 s1 = 0.4
21 }
22 if (missing(s2)) {
23 s2 = 0.95
24 }
25 u = par("usr")
26 f = par("pin")
27 raty = (u[4] - u[3])/f[2]
28 dy = (u[4] - u[3]) * 0.05
29 dx = (u[2] - u[1]) * 0.3
30 if (SIDE == 1) {
31 ym = ymarginfo(SIDE = 1, s1 = s1 , s2 = s2)
32 LU = list(x = c(u[1] + dx * 0.1, u[1] + dx * 0.1 + dx),
33 y = ym)
34 }
35 else {
36 ym = ymarginfo(SIDE = 3, s1 = s1 , s2 = s2)
37 LU = list(x = c(u[1] + dx * 0.1, u[1] + dx * 0.1 + dx),
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38 y = ym)
39 }
40 rng = range(z, na.rm = TRUE)
41 i <- seq(along = col)
42 BX = (LU$x[2] - LU$x[1])/length(i)
43 x1 = LU$x[1] + (i - 1) * BX
44 x2 = x1 + BX
45 y1 = LU$y[1]
46 y2 = LU$y[2]
47 rect(x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , col = col , xpd = TRUE , border = NA)
48 rlab = paste(sep = " ", format.default(rng[2], digits = 3),
49 units)
50 text(LU$x[2] + BX , (y1 + y2)/2, labels = rlab , adj = 0, xpd =
TRUE , cex = ts)
51 text(LU$x[1] - BX/2, (y1 + y2)/2, labels = format.default(rng
[1],
52 digits = 3), adj = 1, xpd = TRUE , cex = ts)
53 rect(LU$x[1], LU$y[1], LU$x[2], LU$y[2], xpd = TRUE)
1 #################################
2 ######## FiltVect.R
3 ### Filters a vector of data
4 ### Inputs: TH=time series trave
5 # FILT=defines filter
6 # Author: Tim Ronan
7 # Date =?????
8 ################################
9 FILTVECT = function (TH, dt, FILT = list(ON = TRUE ,fl = 0.5, fh =
7, type = "HP", proto = "BU"), TAPER = 0.1, POSTTAPER = 0.1)
10 # This function is very similar to the filt.seis code written by
Jonathan Lees but it instead filters a vector
11 {
12 if (missing(FILT)) {
13 FILT = list(ON = TRUE , fl = 0.5, fh = 7, type = "HP",
14 proto = "BU")
15 }
16 if (missing(TAPER)) {
17 TAPER = NULL
18 }
19 if (missing(POSTTAPER)) {
20 POSTTAPER = NULL
21 }
22 if (is.null(FILT$npoles)) {
23 FILT$npoles = 2
24 }
25 NEWH = TH
26 y = na.omit(TH)
27 dt = dt
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28 ry = y
29 if (!is.null(TAPER)) {
30 ry = applytaper(ry , p = TAPER)
31 }
32 fy = butfilt(ry , fl = FILT$fl , fh = FILT$fh , deltat = dt ,
33 type = FILT$type , proto = FILT$proto , npoles = FILT$
npoles)
34 if (!is.null(POSTTAPER)) {
35 fy = applytaper(fy , p = POSTTAPER)
36 }





3 ###### This is a function used to demean and detrend the data
sets.
4 ##########################################
5 dmdt = function(trace){
6 library(RSEIS)
7 newtrace = vector ()
8 newtrace = detrend(trace)






4 # inputs samp = sample of specfic time in seconds
5 # sps: The sample per second which the data was collected at
6 # Note remember to account for decimation
7 # output: time of sample in decmial hours
8 # Author: Tim Ronan
9 # Date 6/2016
10 ########################
11 Samp2DecHours = function(samp , sps){
12 # Find the total timing of the sample in seconds
13 tts = samp/sps
14 # find the rounded timing in minutes
15 tm = tts%/%60
16 # Find the decimal timing in seconds
17 ds = (tts/60-tm) /60
18 # find the rounded timing in hours
19 th = tm%/%60
20 # find the timing in decmial minutes
21 dm = (tm/60-th)
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4 ## Inputs ##
5 # X= input vector
6 # win = determines the windoow length of each boxcar in samples
7 # coef = the amount of welch windows generated from the data set
8 # wintaper = The taper at either end of the code
9 # fl = filter low pass
10 # fh = filter high pass
11 # ft= filter type
12 ##Outpus ##
13 # matrix of modulus of the of each spectrograms
14 # Author: Tim Ronan chop and screwed Engine Written by Jonathan
Lees
15 # Date 6/2016
16 ########################
17 setwelch = function(X, win = min(80, floor(length(X)/10)), inc =
min(24, floor(length(X)/30)), coef = 64, wintaper = 0.05, fl =
1, fh= 50, ft = "BP") {
18 library(RSEIS)
19 if (missing(wintaper)) {
20 wintaper = 0.05
21 }
22 wincoef = applytaper(rep(1, win), p = wintaper)
23 numwin <- trunc(( length(X) - win)/inc)
24 z <- matrix(0, numwin + 1, length(wincoef))
25 trace1 = matrix(0, numwin + 1, length(wincoef))
26 yM <- matrix(0, numwin + 1, length(wincoef))
27 st <- 1
28 n = length(X[st:(st + win - 1)])
29 for (i in 0: numwin) {
30 n = length(X[st:(st + win - 1)])
31 t = seq(1, n)
32 # Write your own detrending code into the data set
33 ts = X[st:(st + win - 1)]-mean(X[st:(st + win - 1)])
34 trend = lm(ts~cbind(t^2,t)) #t^4,t^3,
35 z[i + 1, 1:win] = trend$residuals
36 trace1[i+1, 1:win] =z[i + 1, 1:win]
37 yM[i + 1, 1:win] <- fft(z[i + 1, 1:win])
38 st <- st + inc
39 }
40 Y <- list(values = (Mod(yM[, 1:coef])/n), trace=trace1 ,
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windowsize = win , increment = inc ,





Figure C1: Image of Nikki’s Notch Rapid at Flood stage. Photo taken during Hurricane
Joaquin 8/3/2015.
Figure C2: Photo of the week Boise State University 5/18/2916. Photo taken during the
Boise Whitewater park experiment one. Note: ADV had too much variance to capture
wave velocity field.
Figure C3: Image of Big Falls Rapid with acoustic oscillators highlighted by text. Person
is in the image for scale.
94
Figure C4: Image of Jake Anderson and Tim Ronan at Big Falls Rapid. True school
colors are shown.
95
1Figure C5: Collage of images of people from Tim Ronan’s educational experience.
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